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Introduction.

§ 1. Life of Lucian.—Our knowledge of Liician's life

depends almost entirely on incidental references in his

writings. He was a native of Samosata, the cliief

town of the province of Commagene, on the Euphrates, in
the north of Syria. According to the lexicographer Suidas
(about 1100 A.D.) he was born during the reign of the
emperor Trajan, 98-117 a.d.

;
but this date is too early, for

we knoAV that he settled at Athens about 164 a.d., and in
the Ilermotimus, written shortly after his arrival there, he
gives his age as forty. 125 a.d. may therefore be given
approximately as the year of his birth. From the autobio-
grajjhical sketch entitled " The Dream " (€ ),
we learn that his parents were poor, and that when, on his
leaving school, his father consulted his friends as to his
future, it wds decided that a liberal education was beyond
his reach, and that he should be sent to his mother's
brother, who was a sculptor, to learn that art. In his

schooldays Lucian had been very fond of modelling wax
figures of men and animals, and he entered on his profession
with high hopes of success. But these were soon dis-

appointed. His uncle set him to work on a slab of marble;
Lucian pressed too hard with the chisel and broke the slab;

he received a beating and went home in tears. In the
following night Lucian represents himself as having the
dream Avliich gives a title to the piece. It is a contest
between two female figures, Sculpture and Education, for

the allegiance of the youth, resulting in the triumph of the
latter. The dream is clearly modelled on Prodicus' story

of the Choice of Heracles, told by Xenophon in his

Memorabilia, and we need not suppose that Lucian ever

dreamt it.
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next find Lucian a student of rlietoric. In tlio 2\vice

Accused Blietoric (personified) says of liini, "When he
was quite a youth and still a barbarian in his speech, and
had almost dressed in the Assyrian fashion, I found him
wandering• about Ionia in a state of uncertainty as to what
he should do with himself, and I took him and educated
him." There is nothing to shew what change in his

circumstances enabled Lucian to devote himself to study,

or where he was trained. But it is probable that he studied

at Smyrna and Ephesus, which were the chief centres of

education in Ionia. When he was about twenty-five years
old, he became (according to Suidas) an advocate at

Antioch in Syria ; but, probably because the profession

was uncongenial, he soon gave it up, and became a
travelling Sophist (see § 2).

Lucian thus visited Asia Minor, Macedonia, Greece, Italy,

and Graul ; in the last of these countries he settled for

several years, holding a well-paid professorship of rhetoric,

doubtless in one of the half-G-reek towns in the valley of the

Rhone. He was back in Antioch in 163 a.d., and about this

time revisited Samosata, where he probably read his Dream
to his fellow-toAvnsmen. He then removed with his family

to Athens, after narrowly escaping death through the

machinations of the impostor Alexander of Abonuteichos
in Paphlagonia, whom he had offended. He seems to

have lived at Athens for about twenty years (165-185 a.d.),

a period to which belong his best writings. He had now
given up rhetoric, the practice of which had enabled him
to acquire a considerable fortune, and devoted himself to

philosophy ; not that Lucian was a serious philosopher,

holding any coherent system of beliefs ; he was rather a

critic of the contemporary philosophers. His stinging

satire must have made him many enemies, while on the

other hand his sceptical attitude found numerous sym-
pathisers. For some unknown reason he again set out on
his travels, about the age of sixty, perhaps from lack of

money, perhaps because he felt that it would be well to

appeal to a fresh audience. He seems to have contented

himself with reading to the inhabitants of the cities he

visited the pieces which he had composed at Athens.
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Filially lie received a post iu the imperial ci\dl service

in Egypt, as registrar of the law-couTts. We learn this

from his Defence of the Recipieyits of Salaries, in which he
defends himseK against the charge of inconsistency in

accepting this jiost when he had lately published a pamphlet
attacking people wlio let themselves out for hire. A large

salary was attached to the post, and Lucian had hopes
of rising in the service till he should become the

governor of a province. But nothing more is heard of

him. He probably died towards tlie end of the reign of

Commodus, 1 92 a.d. The story of Suidas that Lucian was
killed by dogs is either a mere invention, or a distorted

reminiscence of the hatred which the Cynic philosophers

(ot) felt for their merciless assailant.

§ 2. The Sophists.—The Sophist is the leading figure in

the literary history of the second century a.d. Originally

a term of honour, applied to the skilful poet or musician

or the able statesman, the word " sophist " acquired in the

fifth century B.C. an unfavourable sense. It was used

to designate those teachers, such as Protagoras, Prodicus,

Gorgias, who claimed to prepare men for success in civic

life, teaching especially the art of rhetoric. Many of these

Sophists were high-minded men, but others taught the art

of disputation not as a means of discovering truth, but

solely as a vay of gaining the victory over an opponent.

But in the second century a.d. the word Sophist again

became a title of honour, and the art of the Sophist was
popular in every part of the Poman empire where Greek
culture had made its influence felt.

The Sophists of this period were professors of rhetoric.

Some conducted private schools, charging high fees; others

Avere paid by the local authorities of a city or by the

imperial Treasury. Many of them travelled from city to

cit}'^, thus getting the benefit of a constantly changing
audience. The education of a Sophist was based on a

wide acquaintance with the poets and philosophers,

historians and orators of classical times ; it Avas from their

works that he drew tlie subject matter of his discourses,

and not from the circumstances of practical life. Great
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attention was given by tlie Sophist to constant practice

in declamation, and great importance was attaclied to de-

liA-erv, to tlie management of the voice, and to appropriate
gestures. The discourse might be read from manuscript,
delivered from memory, or improvised on a subject chosen
by the audience.

The general name for an exhibition by a Sophist was
€7'€ Jis, and the department of oratory which the Sophist
cultivated Avas called " epideictic, " the oratory of display, as

distinguished from the "deliberative" oratory of the public

assembly and the "forensic" oratory of the law court.

The subject might be suggested by some special occasion,

and thus take the form of a panegyric on some individual

or cit}^, a funeral oration, etc. But more commonly it was
purely fictitious, the subject being taken either from Greek
history or from an imaginary case at law. An example of the

former class be the speech of a Spartan advising his

fellow citizens not to admit back into the city the prisoners

taken at Sphacteria ; of the latter we have an instance in

Lucian's'ATTOKi^/jvTTo/xei/os, a pleading for a son disowned
by his father. The^ proper was generally pre-

ceded by a short introduction{) in which the

Sophist spoke in his own person, recommending himself to

the favour of his audience ; a few examples of this kind
are extant among Lucian's works.
Remote from real life as the characteristic oratory of

the Sophists was, they by no means held entirely aloof

from practical affairs. Not only Lucian, but other dis-

tinguished Sophists, practised at the bar ; and it was quite

common for one of the great cities of the empire to employ
a Sophist to plead its cause before the emperor's council at

Rome.

§ 3. Works of Lucian.—The total number of writings

extant under the name of Lucian is eighty-two. They
are all in prose, except a collection of fifty-three epigrams
and two short serio-comic dramatic pieces." Of the eighty-

two, at least nine may be rejected with certainty as

spurious ; some are the work of imitators, others have
been ascribed to Lucian by mistake. The genuineness of
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many others is doubted by critics on various grounds.

On the other hand it is certain that some of his works
have been lost.

The number and A^ariety of Lucian's writings is so great

that only the most imj^ortant among them canbe noticed here.

The chronological indications are few, but the Avorks maybe
classified according to their subject-matter as follows :

—
(1) Early rhetorical exercises, valuable chiefly as an

indication of the style of discourse given by Lucian during
his years of travel as a Sophist. Examples of these are

The Tyrannicide(^) and the ^€.<
already mentioned. Together with these may be classed

several short witty pieces, jeux d' esprit, without any serious

purpose. Such are The Judgment of the Vowels, in which the

vowels sit as jurors to hear the complaint of the letter

against the letter r, by which it had to a large extent

been ousted.

(2) AVorks of literary criticism. Of these the most
important is the essay entitled How History ought to he

Written(? ), written in 165 A.D. or

a little earlier ; in this Lucian satirises the careless and
uncritical methods of the ordinary historian, and lays down
sound rules for historical writing. The Lexijjhcmes is an
attack on 2)edantic writers who used obsolete words. Others
are playful replies to compliments or bitter retorts to

criticisms.

(3) Satires on philosophy, mythology, and human life

generally. This is the most important and most numerous
class of Lucian's writings, and the works which belong to

it were all written after his fortieth year. In the Hermo-
timus he attacks the Stoics, and dwells upon the difficulty

of finding wisdom. In the Twice Accused Lucian is arraigned

by Khetoric for forsaking her service, and by Dialogue for

perverting her from her proper purpose. The Sale of the

Philosophers[ /?) is a humorous sketch of an
auction at which Socrates, Aristotle, Diogenes, etc., are

sold, mostly for very low prices ; this has a sequel in the

FisJierman, in wdiich Lucian explains tliat his attack is

directed only at sham seekers after truth, not at truth itself.
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Here also may be mentioned two biograpliical sketclies : («)
On the Death of Feregriniis. Lucian here exposes the insin-

cerity of many Cynic philosophers, in relating the volun-
tary death of Pereg-rinus (wliich he had himself witnessed)
at Olyniina in 165a.d. {h) Alexander, an ex^^osure of the
im2)ostures of Alexander the Paphlagonian oracle-monger,
and of the credulity of his du2)es.

The popular mythology is the subject of another set of

satires, such as the Dialogues of the Gods, the Frometheus,

the Zeus Tragoedus, in which Lucian deyotes all his brilliant

powers to ridiculing the old fables.

Among the satires on human life are the famous Dialogues

of the Dead—conyersations in the nether world between
famous personages—the Charon, and the Timon. Lucian's
object in these is to shew the worthlessness of the objects

after which most men strive, the follies and vanities of

human life. The corrupt state of society furnished him
with abundant materials for satire. The uneducated man
who sought to gain a reputation for culture by buying a
large library, the ''parasite" who lived at the exjiense of

his patron and entertained him with his jokes, the "hired
companion " who occupied a degrading position in the
households of the wealthy, the superstitious believer in

magic, in oracles, and in mythology, are all lashed by
him unmercifully.

(4) Of the two romances, the True History and The Ass,

the former is one of Lucian's happiest efforts, and pro-

bably furnished hints to Eabelais and Swift. It is an
extravagant burlesque on the "travellers' tales" which
formed so large an ingredient in Greek history and poetry,

and purports to relate the adventures of certain voyagers
from the Pillars of Heracles into the Western Ocean, and
thence to the Moon and the Island of the Blest. The Ass
deals with the amusing adventures of a certain Lucius,

who had been metamorphosed into an ass. These
romances illustrate the influence of the Oriental story on
Greek literature.

(5) Poems, viz. the Epigrams (many of them probably
spurious) and the Tragedy of Gout and the Swift Foot, two
serio-comic dramatic sketches on the ravages of gout.

The latter were probably written in Lucian's old age,
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§ 4. Lucian's style.—The Greek in which Lueian writes

was different from tliat spoken and commonly written in

the Graecised East, the so-called "common dialect"[ SiaXeKTos), which had Attic for its basis but had
been modified \)\ the local conditions of various districts.

The diffusion of the Greek laug-uage throughout AVestern

Asia began vith Alexander's invasion ; one of the great

kingdoms into which his empire vras divided after his

death was Syria, with its capital Antioch, where the

Seleucidae reigned until the advance of Eoman conquest

abolished the monarchy (64 B.C.).

Lucian's style is formed largely on the classic authors.

From his training as a Sophist, he is thoroughly familiar

with Homer, the lyrists, and the dramatists, with
Herodotus and Thucydides, Plato and Xenophon and
Demosthenes. Tlie words he uses are nearly all drawn from
the best Attic Avriters, although he admits a certain number
of later words (some coined by himself) and constructions,

the more important of which are noticed in the notes to

this edition as they occur. Here may be mentioned
Lucian's fondness for strong particles, e.ff., and
for such combinations as ;

his frequent use of

for ov, of ? for €, and of the optative in sub-

ordinate clauses instead of the subjunctive. It has been
computed that Lucian's vocabulary is richer than that of

any other Greek prose writer. The grace of Lucian's

language, no less than his brilliant wit, his strong common-
sense, and the range of his imaginative powers, entitles

him to the epitliet of "the inimitable" applied to him by
Gibbon.
The literary form in W'hich Lueian displayed most

originality is the isatiric dialogue. He borrowed the

dialogue form from Plato, but employed it in the humorous
vein of Aristophnnes and the other comedians. He pro-

bably owed much to the Cynic philosopher Menippus of

Gadara in Palestine, who, in the third century b.c, wrote
satiric pieces in a medley of prose and verse, imitated by
the Poman Varro in his Saturae Ilenippeae. In some of

the dialogues there is no action, in others there is just

enough to bring out the charaj3teristics of the speakers
;
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and til ])orsonality of the speaker is often forgotten, so

that Luc'ian really speaks his own thoughts, not those

appropriate to the character. lie also fails, on the whole,
to give us vivid pictures of contemporary manners ; his

characters are (with a few exceptions) taken rather from
literature than from real life, and the faults and vices he
satirises are, as a rule, those which are common to human
nature at all periods of the world's history. Many of

Lucian's works are pamphlets, Avhich are either in narrative,

or argumentative, or hortatory form, with a vein of satire

running through all.

§ 5. Lucian's mental standpoint.—Lucian's standpoint

is summed up in the words of his defence before the

tribunal of Philosophy in the Fisherman, "I hate quacks
and charlatans, lies and conceit ; . . . I love truth and
beauty and singleness of heart." The same love of truth

inspires the essay On the Writing of History, and in fact all

his writings after his settlement at Athens.

His view of life was that of a moderate Epicurean, who
aimed at living sensibly and keeping his mind free from
illusions. He was thus in an excellent position to make
fun of ordinary life

;
but his criticism was entirely destruc-

tive, and he had no lofty ideal to inculcate. He wrote to

amuse. In his attacks on religion he did excellent service

in exposing the childishness and immorality of the popular
beliefs, but his own position was the Epicurean denial of

Divine Providence.

A typical expression of the once widely prevalent belief

that Lucian vas an enemy of Christianity is given in the

notice of his life by Suidas, who says :
" There is a tradi-

tion that he was killed by dogs, because he raved against

the truth. For in the Life ofPeregrinus the accursed wretch
attacks Christianity, and blasphemes Christ himself.

Wherefore he has suffered fitting punishment in this world
for his madness ; and in the world to come he shall inherit

with Satan the everlasting fire." As a matter of fact,

Lucian's account of Peregrinus does not bear out the

statement of Suidas; it is not an attack on Christianity,

but on the impostor Peregrinus, a Cynic philosopher, who
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had protended to be a Cliristian. TLe account of the self-

immolation of Peregriiiiis at 01ynipia Avas Avrongly thought
to be a parody of a Christian martyr's death. Jt is true

that Lucian calls Christ "the crucified Sophist"; but
"Sophist" was in his day a title of honour, applied by
Lucian to himself, and he also calls Christ "that great man
who was crucified in Palestine." The dialogue Fliilopatris,

which contains an attack upon the Christinns, is not by
Lucian, but belongs to a later period, perhaps the tenth

century. The Peregrinus shcAvs that his knowledge of Christi-

anity was very superficial, and that—like other heathen
writers—he confounded the Christians with the Jews.

§ 6. "Charon."—This dialogue takes its title from the

ferryman of the lower world, who visits earth out of

curiosity to see what human life is like. He finds a

suitable guide in Hermes, who is associated with him in

the duty of conveying departed spirits to the Avorld below.

The first part (Ch. 1-7) is full of action, being occupied
with preparations for securing a good point of view : this

is finally obtained by placing Parnassus on the top of other

mountains. Hermes bids Charon survey everything{) from this commanding position : hence
the second title of the dialogue, '77€9. The
witty application of a quotation from Homer gives Charon
piercing vision.

In the second part (Ch. 8-14) Charon beholds the great

historical personages of the sixth century e.g. The great

athlete Milo, the Persian kings Cyrus and Cambyses, the

Lydian king Croesus, Polycrates despot of Samos, are all

examples of the mutability of human affairs
;
their present

prosperity is contrasted with their miserable ends. Most of

this is taken from Herodotus, especially the interview

between Croesus and Solon the famous Athenian legislator,

who enunciates the view that no man can be pronounced
happy until he has reached the end of life, and shews that

the gold of Croesus will be of little use when his country
is invaded by the Persians.

The third part (Ch. 15-24) deals with mankind in the

masSj, their hopes and fears, tlieir destiny, ty])ified by tho
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thread spun b}^ the Fates, the uncertainty of all human
affairs, the folly of men in striving after external goods
which they cannot carry with them when they die. Men
are like the bubbles in a spring : all must burst and
di8ap2)ear—a fact realised only by a few, who have deeper
insight. The dialogue closes with some talk about foolish

burial customs, the ju'esent insignificance of the famous
cities of old such as Nineveh, and the folly of war. The
moral of the piece is summed up in the concluding words :

" AVliat a life is that of men, poor wretches! And no one
thinks of Charon !

"

The device of contemplating human life from a distant

standpoint and so revealing the absurdity of men's
ambitions, is used by Lucian in the Dialogues of the Dead,

which, like the Charon, are probably modelled largely on
the satires of Menippus. The approval of suicide by the

wise (Ch. 21) is a distinctly Cynic trait. The date of com-
position is probably about 161 a.d.

§ 7. Timon the Misanthrope.—Timon was a historical

personage, but little is known of him. He is twice

mentioned by his contemporary Aristophanes. In the

comedy of the Lysistrata, produced in 411 B.C., the chorus
of women say, "There was one Timon, an unsociable man
with his face hedged round with impassable thorns, an
imp of the Erinyes. This Timon in his hatred invoked
many a curse on wicked men. He always hated wicked
men, but was very dear to women." In the Birds (414
B.C.) Prometheus, in reference to his hatred of the gods,

calls himself " a thorough Timon." Another contemporary
comedian, Phrynichus, in his Movor/joTrog ( " The Solitary "),

makes the leading character say, "I live the life of a

Timon, without wife or slave, harsh of temper, unapproach-
able, without laughing or talking, holding to my own
opinion." Timon was the leading character in a lost play

by Antiphanes, a poet of the New Comedy. His life

seems to have been written by Neanthes of Cyzicus, who
lived at Pergamus towards the end of the third century

B.C., in his book Tvepl ; and this probably
was the source from which later -yvriters obtained their
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infofmation. Plutarch, in his Life of Antony, relates a

few anecdotes of Tinion, illustrative of his hatred of

mankind; the mention of these ii occasioned by the cir-

cumstance that Antony, like Timon, withdrew from human
society owing to the ingratitude of his friends, and built

himself a small tower near Pharos in Egypt. Timon's
tower was situated in the Outer Cerameicus, a suburb of

AthenS; near the Academy where Plato lectured. Timon
was a native of the deme (or township) of CoUytus, near
Mount Hymettus in the south-west of Attica ; and he was
buried at Halae near the coast of the Saronic Grulf

.

The real cause of Timon's hatred of mankind has
been disputed. Plutarch, like Lucian, ascribes it to the

ingratitude of those on Avhom he had conferred benefits

;

but what historical ground there is for this view must
remain uncertain. It has been suggested with some pro-

bability that it was a revolt from the general depravity of

the life of the time, and that Timon was a fit object for the

attacks of the comic poets because his private life was not
in accordance with that strict morality the absence of which
he so bitterly condemned in others. It must be remembered
that in a small community like Athens, where so large a

part of a man's life was spent in j)U-blic, the refusal of

Timon to discharge any public duties would excite far more
remark than under the conditions of modern life.

§ 8. The Dialogue "Timon."—This dialogue, probably
composed about 160 a.d., is a satire on the instability of

riches and the ingratitude of mankind. It falls into the

following well-marked divisions :

—

(1) Ch. 1-6 are a soliloquy by Timon, who has with-

drawn from Athens and is working as a hired labourer
near Mount Hymettus. He appeals to Zeus to rouse
himself from slumber and infiict just punishment on
wicked men. The disparagement of the father of the gods
reveals Lucian in his favourite vein as a jester at the old

beliefs. Timon also briefly describes the ingratitude with
which he has been treated.

(2) Ch. 7-11. The scone now changes to Olympus, the
abode of the gods, where Timon's appeal has attracted the
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attention of Zens. The sorry attire of the suppliant

prevents Zeus from recognising him until Hermes points

out tliat it is Timon, who formerly used to offer the gods
expensive sacritices. Hermes explains that he has been
reduced to this miserable condition by his folly in treating

as friends men who were thoroughly selfish. Zeus declares

that he must not display similar ingratitude, and excuses
his neglect of Timon partly by his occupation with other

matters and partly by the deafening noise of disputation

which for ever ascends from Athens. He then commands
Hermes to take Plutus (the god of wealth) to Timon,
accompanied by Thesaurus (Treasure) ; and announces
that he will j^unish Timon's ungrateful contemporaries
when his thunderbolt has been repaired. After Hermes
has remarked on the value of importunity, Plutus declares

that he will not go to Timon.

(3) Ch. 12-19. An argument between Zeus and Plutus,

ending in the submission of the latter. Plutus' ground
for refusing to have any further dealings with Timon is

that Timon had formerly driven him from his house. To
this Zeus retorts that Plutus is hard to please, for he finds

fault with misers for keeping him too closely shut up.

But Plutus replies that the spendthrift and the miser are

both to blame for a wrong use of wealth. Zeus assures

him that he will find Timon now in a much more sensible

frame of mind.

(4) Ch. 20-29. Conversation between Hermes and
Plutus as they go on their way to Attica. Plutus is blind

and lame and slow of foot when he is going to anyone,

but keen-sighted and swift when he is quitting anyone.

He draws a vivid picture of the misuse of wealth by an
unworthy recipient. Being blind, Plutus cannot discrimin-

ate ; the first person who meets him carries him off to his

house. Men are fond of him, in spite of his defects, because

they are fools and because he wears a beautiful mask.

(5) Ch. 30-40. Hermes and Plutus reach Attica, and
find Timon surrounded by Poverty, Toil, Patience, Wisdom,
Courage, and the like. Learning that Zeus has decreed

that Timon shall once more be rich. Poverty and her

companions depart ; Timon receives the new comera
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Avitli threats, blames Plutus, and descants on the blessings

of poverty. Pliitus defends himself against the accusa-

tion, and Timon (rather suddenly) ceases his opposition.

Hermes and Plutus depart.

(6) Ch. 41-44. Soliloquy of Timon. He digs up a

treasure, to his great delight, and then proposes and
carries a mock decree of the Assembly to the effect that

Timon shall have no further dealings with men and ^
do nothing to help them in their sorest need.

(7) Ch. 45-^58. A very lively scene between Timon and
four of his former friends, who flock to him now that he is

wealthy again. The flatterers Grnathonides and Philiades,

the politician Demeas, and the ^philosopher Thrasycles all

received a sound beating with Timon' s mattock, and the

dialogue ends as Timon is prej)aring to receive his other

visitors with showers of stones. This section includes a

realistic j^icture of the inconsistency between the lives and
doctrines of many contemporary ascetics.

Lucian's object in writing this dialogue Avas obviously

to satirise the insincerity of the parasites, politicians, and
philosophers of his day ; but it is also an attack on men
like Timon who misused their wealth by encouraging such
impostors, and who were largely responsible for their exist-

ence. The character of Timon is draw^nwitli great gou
and clearness, except that his sudden consent to accept

Avealth is not very happily ascribed to submission to the

Avill of the gods, of whom he has just been sj^eaking with
the utmost contempt. What really reconciles him to his

new situation is the opportunity of punishing men for

their ingratitude. The dialogue contains many reminis-

cences of the Plutus of Aristoj)hanes, produced in 388 b.c.

Shakespeare, in his Timon of A thens, has dealt with the
same story, but in a different way. The chief source from
which he drew his materials was the twenty-eighth novel
in Painter's Palace of Pleasure ; he may also have used the

anecdotes in North's Plutarch (Life of Antony). There is

no reason to suppose that he was acquainted with Lucian's
dialogue. At the opening of the play we find Timon at

the height of his prosperity, prodigal in his bounty, flat-

tered and courted by all. When his creditors begin to
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press liim for tlieir money, lie tries to borrow from the men
he has enriclied, but all excuse themselves. Tinion has his

revenge before he quits Atliens for ever ; he invites his

false friends to dinner, but the dishes contain nothing but
warm water, which he throws over the guests. He then
retires to a cave by the sea-shore, and, as he digs for roots,

discovers gold, which he bestows on Alcibiades, who is

attacking Athens, and on robbers who are enemies of the
human race. The softer side of his character comes into

play when he is visited by his faithful steward Flavins.

A poet and a painter, hearing that Timon is wealthy again,

come to pay their court to him, and are driven away with
blows. Then come senators of Athens, who beg Timon to

take command against Alcibiades ; but he will have nothing
to do with them, and finally commits suicide, after com-
posing an epitaph which breathes his hatred of mankind.

Note.—The Text, except in a few passages, follows that of Burger
in the Teuhner series. In the preparation of the notes the com-
mentaries of Jacobitz as revised by Burger, Sommerbrodt, Mr.
Heitland (on the Charon), and Mr. Mackie (on the Timon) have been
consulted. For the Introduction the editor is largely indebted to the
article on Lucian in the Histoire de la Litterature Grecque, by MM.
Alfred and Maurice Croiset.
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NOTES.

The references in the notes are to chapters and lines of the text.

Cp.=coinpare. Sc. i«ciitcei)=supply.

K.T..= 7=: cetera.

An obelus (t) preQxed to a note indicates that the reading is doubtful.

Ch. 1, 2.

—

Charon has taken a day\^ holiday and has come up
from the nether tvorld to the earth, being anxious to see what htiman

life is like, and meets Hermes, whom he asks to he his guide. The
god at first refuses, on the ground that he has business to do for

Zeus, but lUtimately consents, Charon having reminded him of the

indulgence he has granted him. Hermes explains why it is imposs-

ible for Charon to see everything ; and says that in order to get a
view of the most important features in the life of men, it is necessary

lo ascend to a great height.

[See Index for,, ";?,",,,, ?.]

1. 1. "yeXas, ! the answer to this question is given in

6, 16.

2. €S €: sc, or. : "not quite,"

here, as often, used ironically for '
' not at all.

"

3. & : "on earth," as opposed to the world below.

4. o'irota,..&...: these words introduce three indirect

questions depending on Idelu. In such questions either the direct

or indirect interrogative pronouns and adjectives may be used

{,, or,, ...) ; and sometimes (as here, a) the

simple relative is found.

5. cTTipofitvot travTis- : lit. "being deprived of

what, they all lament," i.e. " what it is they are deprived of that
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they all lament." Here, as frequently in Greek, the participle

expresses the principal notion.

8. avT<Js: "myself also." 0€TTaXi>s...vcavi(rKOS : see

Index under.
1 0. Is Se'ov :

' * at a suitable time. " A preposition with its case

often has an adverbial force.

11. ii' 6: a common parenthesis, "I feel sure."

12. ois dv €9: " for I think you must know them all."

with the participle expresses the thought either of the subject

of the leading verb, or (as here) of some other person prominent in

the sentence, av gives the participle a potential force.

14. : i.e. Zeus who reigns in heaven, as opposed to

Hades or Pluto, the king of the nether world, :

partitive genitive depending on .
15. €€ : Hermes at present is the servant both of

Zeus and of Hades ; his fear is that he may be relegated to the

service of the latter alone.

16. 6•7€ "-.,.- : "as he did to Hephaestus."
Verbs which denote doing anything to a person are regularly

constructed with two accusatives, one internal (of the thing done),

the other external (of the person affected).

17. \|/... : an echo of Homer, Iliad I., 592, pl-^e nodos€• ^. is an Epic reduplicated

2nd aorist with no present in use. (crasis for e/Ae) =
"me, as well as Hephaestus." Verbs of "taking hold" msiy be

constructed with an accusative of the person seized and a genitive

of the part by which he is seized.

18. ...^ : the subjunctive would be used in pure
Attic, for] is a primary tense. Lucian is very free in his use

of the optative, is scarcely ever used as a final particle by any
Attic prose writer except Xenophon.

20. €€. € &§ : ^, "to look on
without interfering," "to permit," may be constructed either with
a participle in agreement with the object or with an accusative and
infinitive.

21. : "and that too." 8 : in Homer
diaKTopos is a regular epithet of Hermes ; it is variously explained

as "guide" (cp. ) or "runner" (cp. ). Lucian evi-

dently uses it here in the former sense, as Hermes assists Charon
in conducting the dead to Hades.

22. 5 €€...<€ €<: "it were well for you to

remember, " The imperfect of verbs denoting obligation, propriety,

or possibility, e.g. eSci,,, and the impersonal with
adjectives expressing similar ideas, is idiomatically used with the

present infinitiA^e to refer to present time, and to imply that the
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action of the infinitive does not take place ; so here,€
being a perfect with present meaning, *

' you ought to remember
(but you don't)." ^ points forward to and is explained by
the following clauses introduced by ort.

23. : in pure Attic the negative in a clause intro-

duced by oTi, " that," is , not .
26. f : a conjectural reading for the akXov of the MSS.

6...€5...€) : *' should you find,...you talk." Conditional

sentences of this form (optative in protasis, present indicative in

apodosis) are fairly common ; but the normal mode of expression

would be iav evprjs.

28. irpos ! "I implore you by j^our father," i.e.

Zeus.

29. -..., «s : the optative is here

used in a final clause depending on an imperative, which regularly

takes primary sequence. Cp. 1, 18, n. emphasizes the par-

ticiple, which expresses the main idea of the clause.

3 1

.

' : adverbial accusative with the intransitive.
32. f( : some MSS. read /cdret. Both forms of the dative

are found.

35. : tins is object both of? and of^.
2. 1.€ : "will become." ^^ is often used

as an equivalent for yiyvc.
4. tis : "for what is to become of one ?

"

5. * ^-: "separately"; having its distributive

force.

6. ...€ : genitive of quality used predicatively.

8. :^ is frequently used of slaves running

away. •\ : "and you yourself also."

9. -£ : the subject is .
10.: the infinitive depends upon KcXevaci, or some

similar verb, vhich must be supplied from the preceding.
11. : genitive of time in the course of which

an event occurs. The predicative position of the adjective is verj^

common in Lucian.

12. * «: the participle is equivalent to a con-

ditional clause (hence the negativ^e ^) ; "if he does not earn

even an obol." 9...5...•€€: sc. iari For the irregular

sequence, see 1, 18, n., and cp. €......£, 1. 17 below.

16. >48: adverbial accusative, equivalent to $•, "on
the whole," i.e. " in short."

20. '?: sc. eVrt, "it is not right." ^//xtt = Lat. /as'.

: agreeing witli ai understood.
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Ch. 3-5.

—

Charon having promised to obey all Hermes' orders,

the latter suggests that they should folloiv the example of the giant

sons of Aloeiis, as related by Homer, and pile mountain upon
mountaiii in order to get a point of vantage, Charon doubts the

feasibility of this, but is silenced by ilermes. The united height of
Olympus, Ossa, and Pelion being found inadequate, Oeta and
Parnassus are added. Charon mounts with the help of Hermes,
and they (ale their seats on the summit of Parnassus.

[See Index for,,", ', ",,",",,^, Avbia,',, .]
3. 3. )') : *' falls upon the sail and makes

it slant." The adjective is used proleptically, i.e. it anticipates

the result of the action of the verb.

5. evSovvai ttoSos ' "to slacken the sheet a little."

6. TTvtovTi : equivalent to €. The substantival use

of the participle coupled with the article is commonly confined to

abstract expressions, e.g. SeStos•, "fear."

7. elSivai : infinitive because Charon is reporting his

own assertion, : "in the same way."
13. : sc. \€,
18." '709- the reference is to Odyssey, XI.

305-320, where Odysseus tells how he saw Iphimedeia, the mother
of the Aloidae, in the under-world.

24. € : "in order to injure the^ gods. " cVi

with the dative frequently expresses the purpose which one has in

view.

25. (€..., ? ^€ : for the irregular sequence, see

1, 18, n.

4. 1. i)VT€s: " though there are only two of us." «-!
i.e. to set it on the top of Olympus.

3. : sc. ^. :, properly "to think

fit," is sometimes used (as here) in the sense of "to think," " to

be of opinion that..."

4. : for the form (diminutive of /3pe^o?), cp. et-/ from eiSos• and envWiov from. :
" and that

too," adding a circumstance heightening the force of what has

been said.

6. €^ I "to be of almost in-

credible magnificence." The use of the indefinite modifies the

force of the adjective.

8. I "an ordinary person," as distinguished from one
who has professional knowledge of a subject.
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9. »8 IV :
" by a couple of lines." The use of

to express the instrument is found as early as Homer.
10. .: Epic for. The word is quoted from

Odyiisey, XI. 316, Iv' (.
11., (...€ : " am surprised that you think."

Many verbs denoting emotion, e.g.,^,
are normally constructed with an ei clause instead of a causal

clause introduced by on. The object of emotion is thus stated as

a supposition rather than a fact.

14. UKOvcis: words denoting "to hear" in the sense of ''to

know by hearsay " are often used in the present tense even when
the act of hearing is already completed. Render, " you have
heard." : the accent of a dissyllabic preposition is on the

penult when it follows its case. In Attic prose Tvepi is the onl}'

preposition that can stand in this position.

15. SiaSc'laiTO : optative in dependent statement after,
which here has the force of a historic tense { =). The use

of the accusative with/^, " to take the place of a person,"

is characteristic of later Greek, the dative being used by Plato

and Xenophon.
16. irpos: "for a short time." ? : genitive of

separation with(€.
18. cl... € : an indirect question depending on /...

etSeti;re.

20. Tivos '^€: " or (can there be any doubt about it?

No,) for why..."

21. &€ : i.e. the poets.

24....€ : quoted from Odyssey, XI. 315, 316.

27. '' " come then," "well, now." The imperative of

is used as an exclamation ; cp. aye from.
5. 1. >€ : properly the foot of a mountain.
2. )...€ t " on the east."

4. TcL € € ": "the country on this side of the
Danube."

5. €€ : " and on that side," i.e. on the south.

6. ,€€ : sc. . The verbal adjective in -rios

corresponds to the Latin gerundive, the agent being put in the
dative case.

8. :
" too finely "

; an instance of the absolute use of

the comparative.

10. 5...''€€: observe the predicative position of the
adjective: "find by experience how unpleasant Homer's method
of building is." With^ supply.

11. €€5 : "having had our skulls broken."
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The genitive is partitive, the active form being, " I break (part of) their skulls."

13. .•>\.^'. = earai. The intransitive use of €;^
with an adverb is extremely common; cp. e^ei, "it is

well."

19. 6 € ISciv^ ''yes, (it is necessary) if you wish
also to see {i.e. as well as to hear) etc." The apodosis must be

supplied from the previous sentence.

20. ('. equivalent to eVeCTrt, "it is possible." : this is

explained by the two adjectives which follow.

21. '4\ov ?€ : verbs denoting "to take hold of" are

constructed with a genitive, is possessive genitive,

...••€: "take care not to walk," lit. "forbear to walk."

The negative is often prefixed to the infinitive when this depends
upon a verb containing a negative idea ; it simply strengthens

the negation, and cannot be translated.

22. € €: "bravo !"

23. ...1€€ : in pure Attic the genitive would
be used instead of the accusative.

24. : ethic dative, "please."

Ch. 6-9.

—

Charon complaining that he cannot see distinctly,

Hermes improves his vision by a quotation from Homer. Charon,
to the surprise of his companion, shows acquaintance with the

Homeric poems, and explains how he acquired this knoivledge. He
then proceeds to question Hermes, in Homeric style, about various

persons whom he sees. The first of these is thefamous athlete Milo,

the second, Cyrus king of Persia, the third, Croesus king of Lydia.

[See Index for ?, .\€€,, ,,,, -•,,,,,,, '.]

6. 1.: " a kind of sheet of water." Charon alludes

to the ocean, which by the early Greeks was believed to be a
stream flowing round (^) the earth, the latter being
conceived of as shaped like a round shield with a con\^ex surface.

5. 'iroX€is...OT)s €8...€8 I the relative is assimilated to

the gender of the predicative substantive in the relative clause,

instead of agreeing with the antecedent eKelvai, which is feminine

in agreement with the predicative substantive TroXeiy.

7. - I with the perfect and pluperfect passive

the agent is usually expressed by the dative.

8. - : "Castalia and all," lit. "together with
Castalia itself." The_] dative, especially with , may
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denote that by which anything is accompanied ; of. vavv elXov

avTols, " they captured a ship, crew and all."

10. : sr. eVW, lit. " because what is ? " i.e. " why ?"

12. €$€<}: "I ^\•anted," i.e. when I started on my journey

from the under-world. : " simply and solely. "

means practically the same as, the notion of " self" in

easily passing into that of " by oneself," "alone."

14. ola'- supply^, the verb being applicable

only to the preceding objects, and (i. >€ €
. ..« ciSiS : /xe is the object of etSes only ; with

supply.
15. : optative in an indirect question depending on a

main verb in a historic tense.

16. es '7€: =€\\, "excessively."

18. €8 : is the regular word for "to invite" to

dinner, etc.

19. €S vfrrepaCav'. sc.. ! "I shall be

sure to be there." The present having a perfect meaning, "I
have come," the future^ has a future-perfect meaning, " I shall

have come," " I shall be present."

20. -yovTOs: sc. ), genitive absolute. The adv^erb(, though placed next to the participle, really modifies the

verb aneKTcivev ; lit. " while he was speaking, a tile fell and killed

him in the middle (of his speech)."

21. f ' :
" some one or other having dis-

lodged it." old* oans, "I don't know who," is treated as a

single word and the pronoun is declined accordingly ; cp. Lat.

neacio quis. Another reading is old* , "somehow or

other.

"

22. €€5 : sc., genitive absolute. ^...•7-
:

'^ I think I will go down gradually [or a little)." eoiKa

= , " I seem to myself."

23. : cp. 1, 18, .

7. 2. : sc. €. This verb, like, is used in

the sense of ' with a predicative accusative, "to render

so-and-so."

3.« : incantations were a prominent feature of the healing

art in early Greece, but had fallen into disrepute centuries before

Lucian wrote.

7. ... : a quotation from Iliad .V., 127, 128, where
these words are addressed by Athene to Diomedes. Note the Epic
forms Toij eXoi/, €(, for ,,. = ', and ...€ = \....

11. ? «Ktivos : "the famous Lynceus." irpbs €^:
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" as compared with me." This *' limiting " use of is common in

Attic; cp. Thucydides IV., 84, ovde advvaros, ,
finelv, '* no mean orator, considering that he was a Spartan."

12. > cirl: "in the next place." eVi with the dative

meaning *' in addition to," and being accusative of respect, the

phrase literally means "as to that which is in addition to this."

13.
"I*
€. ..^ : the MSS. vary between€ and epr]-. If the latter is adopted, el must be prefixed to.€ is deliberative subjunctive in semi-dependence on€, lit.

"am I to ask—do you wish it?" i.e. "would you like me to

ask ?
"

15. : SC..
19.?: "reciting." A was a person who

recited epic poetry in public, lit. "a singer of stitched things"{ +), the writing of poetry being figuratively described as
" stitching verses together."

22.: "to chant." , like Lat. cano^ can be used of

any solemn recitation. The words €...€ are a

paraphrase of Odyssey V., 291, 292, with a humorous addition^ .
25. : agreeing with the subject of' (").
27. Stlv'. "almost," "all but," lit. "so as to want

little."

29. '. for the datives in this line, cp. 6, 8, n.

8. 2. Tis ...?: a parody of Iliad III., 226, where Priam
asks Helen with reference to Ajax :

—

TLS ap* ' aXkos^^ re re,

i'^o^os^^ re \ evpeas ;

and are accusatives of specification with €^.
7. : dative of manner with a comparative adjective, de-

noting the degree of difference.

8. : ethic dative, "look you."

12. .'. crasis for eira.

14. €: deliberative subjunctive. This verb must be

understood after apa.

15. cXirCW: "to expect." : a late form for the

Attic TeOvrj^eLv. and are the only verbs which

have a special form for the future-perfect active,^ " I

shall be dead," and, " I shall stand." In the case of other

verbs a periphrasis is used, e.g. ', " I shall have

learned."

18. els : "soon."

19. 8', \ : "not even a gnat, much less
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a bull." is for ^, "I do not say a bull," i.e.

** to say nothing of a bull."

9. 2. 5...; again a parody of /(?mci III., 226.

5. : genitive absolute. Hcpo-wv .' possessive

genitive used predicatively with chai.

6. *<( Si', couples this sentence to that which has

preceded, while =" also" {i.e. the Assyrians as well as the

Medes).

7. : " brought to terms," lit. " brought to his side."

The word can be used either of one who conquers by force

or of one who wins over by kindness. The 1st aorist middle of

its compounds has a causal force. l\atrtCovri...'4oiKiv '.

" he seems desirous of invading Lydia." (^ is the " desidera-

tive " form {i.e. a form denoting wish) corresponding to€ ;

cp.^ from. € withr the dative of a participle is

equivalent to with the infinitive. Lucian here disregards

chronology ; Cyrus conquered Lydia before he conquered Babylon.

8. 5 €...&€: the use of ? with the infinitive to

express purpose is not common. The participle €\ is nomin-
ative because the unexpressed subject of the infinitive, with which
it agrees, is the same as the subject of the principal verb{
eoLKfv).

1 1 . TO tci^os '. 8C.€.
13.€€ I cp. *7, 13, n.

14. : the persons denoted by the object of the principal sen-

tence are the same as those denoted by the subject of the dependent
clause. For the idiom, cp. oida ae ei, "I know (thee) who
thou art."

15. : " by all means." In this common formula of

emphatic assent ovv has its intensive force.

Ch. 10-14. Charon and Hermes listen to a conversation between

Croesus and Solon of Athens ; the latter is asked by Croesus who is

the happiest of mankind, and Croesus is disappointed at his reply.

The offerings of gold sent by Croesus to Delphi attract Oharon\'^

attention, and he enquires about the use of that metal. Solon shows
Croesus that in time of war iron is more valuable than gold. Hermes
announces to Charon the violent deaths ivhich will befall Croesus and
Cyrus, Cambyses son of Cyru^s, and Polycrates of Samos ; he has
learned their doom from Clotho.

[See Index for ^,, TeXXoy,, ^, ^,,,, ,, ^?,,, ^.']
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10. 1. eiSis: "now that you have seen." A clause which
states a reason sometimes precedes the clause which states that
for which the reason is given, so that = €€, "since" or

"as."
2. -$ -os : "uncoined gold," including bullion and plate.

8. <5v : is by assimilation for ovs, where is

partitive genitive vith(^.
10. : strictly " the day before yesterday," but used loosely

for "lately." iiroSvvTis : sc. ro.
12. - : "be it so.": " the pre-eminence.

"

16. : "you wretch!" The word means literally
'
' offscourings.

"

22.: sc. dnas.
23. f TO7€ '. some MSS. have ("at

the ferry ").
11. 1. Tivas €€8...€'£.€: " who are those that Croesus is

sending out ? " The interrogative pronoun is used predicatively, as

often.

3. ,- : according to Herodotus, Croesus made
the offering long before he received the ambiguous answer of the

oracle, which ran thus :?"\ -
XvVei.

6. cKitvo : indicates surprise ; "what ! is that gold ?

"

7. : "yellowish." in compounds often has the force

of "slightly."

8. ad', "though I was perpetually hearing about it."

The participle here is of the imperfect tense.

11.: adversative, "and yet."

12. d : "unless perhaps." 6 ... : a

substantival clause explanatory of.
14. : "yes, for you don't know." If a mark of in-

terrogation is put after SovXetat, render "What ! don't you know...?": sc..
21. : " in small quantities," or " which is rare."

22. : used in late prose to break off the narrative

and pass to another subject. The thought is,
'
' Gold is unlike other

metals in many respects ; however..."

23. €K5? : sc..
24. : cp. 4, 6, .
25.- : cognate accusative with, which is

constructed with the genitive (). € implies warm,
passionate love.

29. € :
" methinks." The infinitive is used absolutely, as

in €, 7, 27.
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30.^ ... : verbs of questioning are constructed with

two accusatives, one internal (of the question asked), the other

external (of the person questioned). €'•€
:

jussive sub-

junctive.

12. 1. Ti : adverbial accusative, "at all,"

5. ...'€...€, £t :
" then do you suppose

that you make the god happy, should he get... ? " The apodosis is, the indirect form of. We should expect

either tiv or eau, but conditional sentences of

this form (optative in protasis, indicative in apodosis), are fairly

common in good authors.

7.5: " of course," lit. "why! how not?"
9.-^ .' a late use for€€€.
10.? ^ i-e. the gods.

14. : " not at all "
; tl is adverbial accusative.

17. . .. : when eav with the subjunctive stands

in the protasis, the apodosis usually has the future indicative ; the

potential optative with av is merel}' a softened expression for the

latter.

20. Trpbs : the use of with the genitive to express the

agent with a passive verb is frequent in Lucian and in poetry ; Attic

prose regularly employs with the genitive.

23.?? fry : "will you have gold SVords
made ? " The middle voice here has a causative force.

24.?€ : sc. '4.
25. '6x1'. "obviously." The phrase is practically an

adverb, and is often Avritteu as one word ; the full expression

would be brfKov eartv otl 6 earat (.
26. : "would be gone." ' is a present form

vith perfect meaning ; cp., "I have come."

27 . Is Ilepo-a? : the name of the people is put for the name of the

country, as often.

28. €|( : " hush !
" ^ is properly "to speak words of

good omen," hence "to. avoid words of ill omen" (such as Solon had
just used), and thus "to keep silence."

29. ] * ... : "at all events you evidentl}'

admit." ' waives further discussion, " however that maybe."
Distinguish /, "I clearly am" or "I am seen to be,"

from dvai, "I seem to be."

34. €... € : these particles are used with the subjunctive,

like 6tre...e'ire with the indicative or optative, in stating al-

ternative suppositions or conditions ; cf. Lat. sive...fiive.

36.^ : a "godsend " or " windfall," a piece of luck being

regarded as the gift of the god Hermes. t^ €€? : the

usual periphrasis for the future-perfect indicative ; cp. 8, 15, n.
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37. 8i € ,. ..- : the impersonal /xcXf

is constructed with a dative of the person and a genitive of the

thing ; is adverbial accusative.

13. 2. ' : " strange," " unusual."

3. '? '5..€ : in apposition to to. ...
;
" what occurs to him," " what comes into his head,"

a common meaning of the middle of.
4. £-€: a future-perfect (middle) form with future

meaning, just as the perfect has a present meaning, "I
have reminded myself," i.e. "I remember."

7.$ : the omission of in and its

compounds is characteristic of later Greek. The use of the

genitive of the participle with implies that Charon heard
>vith his own ears Clotho reading ; whereas

= *'l heard (through others) that Clotho was
reading."

8. ..., 8...'€ I the accusative

and infinitive here expresses a dependent command,€€ im-

plying "it was ordered (by fate)." Render "that Croesus should

be captured," etc.

9. €6: -Hs added to demonstrative pronouns (cf.,
obi), when they are used in a "deictic" sense, i.e. when the use of

the word is accompanied by a gesture pointing{) to the

person or thing referred to.

17. - "after innumerable disasters." is

adverbial accusative ; similarly rcXeuraToi/ in 1. 18.

20. €'5: " how very funny !
" The genitive with

exclamations denotes the cause of astonishment, etc. tis dv7€€€ : " who could look them in the face ?
"

22. ^...»8 ; i.e. Croesus...Cyrus.

14. 2. TO: sc. €. The was a blue and
white band, worn round the or Persian head-dress.

4. <<}) €v : a quotation from Odyssey, I. 50, where
the reference is to the legendary island of Ogygia, in which
Odysseus was detained by the nymph Calypso. Here Samos is

meant. Pao-iXcvs tis6€ eivai : the remainder of the line is

not a quotation, but the phrase elvai is of frequent oc-

currence in Homer,
5.^ : in compounds often signifies alteration, the

meaning "beside" passing into that of "divergence"; hence
means " to alter a poem," especially by way of burlesque.

6. : this word implies the acquisition of absolute power
by unconstitutional means, not the tyrannical exercise of such
power.
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8.- : the viceroy or governor of a Persian province.

10. €v€ I "in a moment." a/capei is an ad-

jective, " small," used substantivally ; and the genitive is par-

titive.

12. &. €8 1 lit. "I admire the noble

Clotho," i.e. "Bravo, noble Clotho !
"

: a common
form of address, " my dear friend."

14. £8 ovTcs : the participle is nominative be-

cause it refers to the same persons as the subject of the verb of

knowing on which it depends. :
" only men," not gods.

€v : " meanwhile."
15. KaTair€o-ov[X€voi : future participle expressing purpose.

18.$ : the participle is plural, as if naurai had
preceded instead of .

Ch. 15-17.— Charon sees the mass of mankind attended by a
crowd of passions and emotions, and the Fates spinning the thread

of destiny for each individual. Hermes remarks on the short-

sightedness of men and their forgetfulness of death ; they are buoyed
up with hopes which are doomed to disappointment.

[See Index for TaVraXos, MolpaL.^

15. 1. € I sc., I an Epic form,

used also in late prose, for, " the masses " as opposed to

the kings.

2.: partitive genitive, "among them"; the plural refers

to the collective noun.
3.€5 : is used of the judge, " to decide a case" ;

the middle is used of the parties to a case, " to get

judgment given," i.e. "to go to law."
4.-? : this compound is the regular term for the

professional begging of a mendicant.

5. : cp. 4, 6, .
9.- '- :

" plunder and harry." The metaphor in

this common phrase is from an invading army, ayeiv meaning " to

drive otf " men and cattle, " to carry off" inanimate things
;

cp. Lat. agere et ferre. €€•€ : "the weaker element"
in the community, Sk €€€8...5? I a demonstra-
tive regularly stands cither before tlie article or after the sub-

stantive, but when there is another attribute the demonstrative may
be placed between the article and the substantive.

10. CK5: (crasis for ), "invisibly." Tiv€S

clo-Cv : for the plural, c[). 15, 2, n.

13.: partitive genitive, : i.e. on earth.

LUC. C. T. 4
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14.? *. i.e. mankind.
16. ir€TO|X€voi : when a predicative adjective or participle refers

to the whole of a compound subject (here al eXnides),

it is masculine plural if (a) the substantives which make up the

subject denote persons of different sexes, or if {h) personification

takes place (as here) and one of the substantives is masculine.

17. p.€v: a repetition of 6.
19. ; "at the very moment when."
20. avTOvs : i. e. men. The plural is often used to refer to the

indefinite rif. 6'€...'7() opas • "just as you see Tantalus
treated {or affected)." serves as the passive of.

21.: i.e. in the world below, in Hades.

16. 3. ||€€ ; impersonal, "it so happens that..."

7. .€...€ ': in partitive apposition with .
9. € : sc. €[^.
10.,5 , ... :

" of that man (in fact of any one)

whose thread is shorter. " The notion is that the length of a man's
life is proportionate to the length of the thread spun for liim by Fate.

11. : this form usually refers to what follows; here it

refers to what has preceded.

12. : sc..
15.) : the subject is .
17. 1• ; "adequately," lit. "according to their

deserts.

"

2. at -: "their excessive eagerness." An adverb
with the article often takes the place of an attributive adjective.

3. ...€-: sc., "the fact that they are gone," i.e.

" their disappearance."

4. : ironical, "by their excellent

friend Death."

7. : a reference to the usual method of executing criminals

at Athens.

8. : "none at all," "not a single one." avTois-' : " enters their minds."

10. TO ...: any part of speech may do duty as a sub-

stanti"e if the article is prefixed to it.

11. oTi ' : in an indirect statement depending on a

historic tense (here evevoow) the tense of the direct statement (in

this case ^) must be retained ; the indicative mood may
either remain or be changed to the optative.

12. -: fi/it and its compounds are used in Attic instead of

the future indicative of and its compounds.

13. |?: " after a dream."

14. : "but as it is," "as the case now stands."
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15. ^s : to be joined with ;('?76^. rots- : neuter,
** their possessions."

16.?: sc. .
18. i.e. .
19. : cp. 4, 20, .
20. : "causing to be built," causative middle.

21. ^^€1 TiXos: "he will see it finished"; is

ethic dative.

25. irarpos ti0€^€vos : "giving the child his own
father's name." It was customary to call the first-born son after

his paternal grandfather, the name being given when the child was
seven or ten days old.

27. ixv <roi€ yjxipnv '. av is the indirect form of

€€, corresponding to the protasis fi. When an in-

finitive with av depends upon,', '^ or olba, the civ

regularly stands before the principal verb. The subject of boKU is

cKflvos (1. 23), but in English an impersonal expression must be
used when this verb has a dependent infinitive with av ;

" does it

seera to you that he would be rejoicing?" i.e. "do you think

that...?"

28. TO : sc. €.
30. €5 : "who has won an Olympic

victory." The cognate accusative in such expressions limits the

meaning of the verb to one of several possible applications.

31.: " carrying out to burial. " ' 5...€€ ;

" from what sort of thread his child (or his fortune) was hanging."

32. Tovs£...€$ opas, oloC d<ri', for the construction,

cp. 9, 14, n.

34. € : this word, like, often stands at the beginning of

a clause without any conjunction.

35. * : by assimilation for . The antecedent,

re \€, is attracted into the relative clause.

Ch. 18-21.—Charon observes that even king-shave more pain than
pleasure in life ; ordinary men he compares to bubbles in water which
burst sooner or later. He suggests that he should cry aloud and
exhort men to desist from their vain ambitions ; but Hermes says that

their ears are stuffed so that they cannot hear ; only a few wise men
have escaped this, and it is superfluous to tell them what they already
hioiv.

[See Index for•,, .]
18• 4. ? (£...: "apart from the in-

stability and uncertainty." The neuter adjectives with the article

are equivalent to abstract nouns.

4*
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5. $: the reference is to 13, 8-10, 16-19.

8. €: "I say nothing about..."

9. «I laoTijjiiasI " on equal terms," i.e. just as they rule ordinary
mortals.

10.: in causal sense, "since." ! "their
position" ; — .

19. 6. ,€ Tiv€S..., Se': " some...others." rii/es is un-

necessary, being practically a repetition of al ^.
7.- : gnomic aorist, expressing a general truth

;

similarly(, 1. 10, and, 1. 14. cirl irXcovI
'

' for a longer time.

"

11. « 8 1 ovtos would be normal instead

of TovTo, since a demonstrative predicate is usually assimilated to

the gender of the subject.

12. [leitovs..., cXaTTOvs ' " to a greater..., to a smaller size." The
adjectives are used proleptically, i.e. they anticipate the result of

the action of the participle^.
14. - '. "at the moment of their formation."

16. ($ : "you have used a simile." The Attic form is\.
17. OS 5...: the reference is to Iliad, VI. 146-149,' nep yeverj, Toirjde , ...

20. 5. £...'•€•: cp. 7, 13, .
6. '•€6€8 '. adverbial accusative with.
12. €': i.e. the man himself.

1 3. :
'

' from time to time. " & : possessive genitive used

predicatively.

15. &v 6...€: for the position of av, cp. 17,
27, n.

16. : "by far."

21. 1• a common form of address, "my dear sir."

2. ' &...8): is here equivalent to, the

clause being consecutive ; such a usage is extremely rare in the best

Attic prose. The infinitive with civ expresses the consequence in

a potential form, " so that their ears could not be opened."

4. €...5 CTaCpovs ^8pa<r€ ; for the construction, cp. 1,

16, n.

5. 7r<>0€V &...8€€, ...5: cp. 12, 17, vt.

7. * : i.e. in the world of the dead.

8. : cp. 11, 22, .
11. €<€5 : " having fully ascertained."

13. €€ : the infinitive is explanatory of.
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14. airoo-irao-avTcs : here intransitive—a rare usage.

16. €...€€5: ( takes a participle like, 12, 29, . In Greek a personal construction is often

used where English idiom requires an impersonal form of expression ;

so here, "it is clear that they are plotting." The allusion here is

to suicide.

17. : "for they are actuall}^ hated."

18.: i.e. .
19. €8: Charon here apostrophises the wise minority of

whom Hermes has been speaking.

Ch. 22-24. Charon, seeing the tombs of the dead and the offerings

which are made to departed spirits, exclaims upon the folly of men,

icho think that the spirits can issne from the binder-world to partake

of these gifts. Next he sees the ruins offamous cities, Nineveh and
Babylon ; and lastly he sees the Spartans and Argives at war. The
mountains are then put back in their places, and Charon and Hermes
depart to their respective duties.

[See Index for$•,^,^, rt?, ?, 2€,
', 'Foltciov, ,,, €, ",

"lua\oSj.]
22. 1. €<): for the tense, cp. 6, 12, .
3. : in the local sense, "where." ras5...€(( :

explanatory of ep ddevat.

9. Tovs : i.e. the grave-stones.

13. ws €(: "so far at least as one can judge." For
the absolute use of the infinitive, cp. 11, 29, n.

14. irpbs?' sc. eWt, " what this has to do
with the dwellers in (the house of) Hades," i.e. what benefit it is to

them. The ellipsis of is regular in this phrase.

15. £<€- : " they have come to believe."

16. «s Til sc. €(, " so far as is possible."

19. fKiCvovs 'in Triviiv ', the accusative and infinitive depends on€€<.
20. €(9 d\xi <rol \4yv : "it is ridiculous for me to say

this to you." For the personal construction, cp. 21, 16, ?i.

23. ^ :
" my duties not being few as

it is."

25. €5 : future participle expressing purpose, ttjs :

causal genitive.

27. *: "our world."
29-33. ...€ : these verses consist mainly of

fragmentary expressions from Iliad, IX. 319, 320, and Odyssey, X.
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521, XI. 539. Note the Epic forms : (gnomic aorist) = /car/-€,€€ =€\€,) =, =', =€. ,
"alike,"' must be distinguished from $•, "nevertheless."

32. : "fleeting phantoms of the dead."€ is a Homeric periphrasis for veKves. According to

the Homeric conception, the dead in Hades are wraiths or sem-

blances(), sharpl}' distinguished from the man himself{),
i.e. the body. These have the same occupations as the

persons to whom they belong had in life, but there is no strength

in them.

23. 1•: a vocative used as an exclamation. o>s

...eiravrXeis :
" what a flood of Homer you are deluging me with "

;

cp., "bilge-water."

7. : sometimes, as here, means " to know by
hearsay."

10. '. equivalent to ; cp. 21, 2, n. € '\< the

genitive expresses the time in the course of which an event occurs.

The ten years are those during which Troy was besieged.

14. : ethic dative, " look you. " € : sc..
15. € : "soon."
1 7. €v* : SC.^. The phrase is constantly used as

a parenthesis, " I feel sure."

21. > : in apposition with the sentence -
\ oXoL[).

24. : for the genitive, cp. 13, 20, n>

25. : Epic for Upa. This adjective in Homer probably means
"strong," not "sacred."

24. 1• €| : "by the bye."

4. €€( : for the order of the words,

cp. 15, 9, n.

5. : a "trophy " consisted of weapons and other spoils

taken from the enemy, fastened to a pole or the trunk of a tree ; it

commemorated the rout{) of the enemy.
9. 0 : the relative with ye has a causal sense, " inasmuch as

they..."; cp. Lat. quippe qui.

12. &€ :
" different sets of men at different times," i.e.

" some at one time, others at another."

16.: " in their proper place."

17. * & : for ^ a.

18. | : "you will see me arrive." is ethic

dative.

20. iv -yc €'$ : "you have been very kind." ?...
: the name of a man who had done the state some service
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was often inscribed on a tablet set up in some public place. The
future-perfect denotes the future state resulting from a completed
action; " your name shall stand inscribed."

21.: in Attic the common form of the aorist middle of
is.

23.? ovSels? :
" but no one thinks of Charon," i.e.

no one reflects that he must one day die.
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NOTES.

The references in the notes are to chapters and lines of the text,

Cp.=coinpare. Sc. (8ciiice()=supply.
...=« 7= cetera.

An obelus (t) prefixed to a note indicates that the reading is doubtful.

Ch. 1-6.

—

Timon, digging in a field mar Mt, Hymettus in Attica

,

addresses Zeus in a mocking strain, asking what had become of the

thunder and lightning wherewith he v^sed to punish evil-doers. Zeus

is so sluggish and drowsy that the wicked do as they like. In his

younger days his behaviour was very different ; but now no one

troubles to propitiate him, and men actually rob his temples.

Towards Timon himself men have acted with such ingratitude that

he has been reduced to earn his livelihood by the sweat of his brow.

He concludes with an appeal to ZeUrS to rekindle his thunderbolt.

[See Index for \€,,^,,/,, 'Pea,€8,.]
1. 1. £€... €8€ : the string of epithets is

intended to arouse the attention of Zeus. They were all in

common use ; and three of them,,^, and
epiydovnc are taken from Homer.

3. € <€...-: "and whatever other title stupid

poets give thee." The apodosis, , is easily supplied.

Ti is internal accusative with.
5. <5€5 I yti/o/xat is a late form for. rh -...

rh K€\r]v6s '. a neuter adjective or participle with the article often

takes the place of an abstract substantive.

10. ?: "simply"; to be distinguished from ^,
" without rules of art."
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12. ' 55 :
" somehow," lit. "I know not how." The

phrase is used parenthetically like the Lat. ne,scio quomodo.
1 3. ; in classical Attic this would be ouSe.

2. 2. :
" half-extinguished "

; properly "stale," and so
" evil-smelling."

3. : "to such an extent." : here "a burnt- out
torch."

4. $.... 6^: the use of for( is common in Lucian,

but rare in classical Attic.

5. ...•€ |.8 '., "to get

advantage (or disadvantage)," is constructed with an internal

accusative and a genitive of the source, is explained by the
substantival clause introduced by.

6. :, " to fill," often has the

secondary meaning '
' to pollute.

"

8. : cv, "not quite," is frequently used for
" not at all " (by meiosis). is adverbial accusative.

9. : accusative of specification with. is

" temperament."
10. ••5

; "naturally." The phrase is used elliptically
;

lit. "Why! how (should it be otherwise)?" Sirov 6 : in causal

sense, " since.": Doric genitive singular.

3. 3. €5...€€€ :
" obser' ed a truce "

; cp., ayeiv.

4. al-yCs : the shield of Zeus.

5. -6 as- : lit. " as for a skirmish," i.e. by way
of introduction to the main attack.

6.-: the adverb is formed from, "a sieve,"

and the meaning is that Zeus shook the earth just as a man shakes

a sieve.

7. <rot9': "to talk to you in a vulgar

way." This parenthetic final clause is introduced as an apology

for the use of the exaggerated language of the main sentence.

9. ev£ : "in a moment." is used of anj^-

thing too short to be cut() ; the neuter is here substantival.

10. cttI : "in the time of Deucalion." -€ :
'

' when everything was sunk
under water." The adjective is used proleptically, i.e. it antici-

pates the result of the action of the verb.

4. 1.: the argument is now continued from the end
of Ch. 2.

2. : crasis for (.
3. : i.e. putting a garland on a statue of Zeus.
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cl Tis dpa irapcpYov, : sc. , "unless
perhaps a man does so as an accompaniment of the Olympic
games." et apa is often used with this ironical force, irapep-

is accusative in apposition to the sentence.

5. Trap' £6...< : "they are almost
making a second Cronus of you," i.e. treating you as they treated

Cronus, '/ is lit. *' within a little." is used

hke anodeLKw in the sense of " to render," with a complementary
accusative.

8.,- : a locative form ; cp.^, "at Athens."
11. 5...•€ : is scarcely ever used as a final particle

by any Attic prose writer except Xenophon.
12. : the Gigantes (Giants) and

the Titans were children of Uranus (Heaven) and Ge (Earth).

The Giants attacked heaven, but were destroyed by the gods.

The Titans made Cronus, one of their number, ruler of heaven
;

but he was deposed by his son Zeus, who conquered the Titans.

13. Tovs '€€€5 1 "letting your locks be

clipped all round." The hair on the statue of Zeus at Olympia
was made of gold, ^^^ is passive, and the accusative is

retained from the corresponding active construction.

1 5. <€ : a common form of address, usually with a

touch of sarcasm ;
" my dear sir !

"

17. €'€5 €€5: "how many fires or

deluges ? " The names of these mythical persons are put for the

names of the legendary events associated with them. See the

Index.

18.€ : "boundless." The adjective is formed from
uvtXos, " bilge-water," and means literally "water-logged."

5. 1. .... dVw ; the final clause expresses the purpose,

not of the action of the principal verb, but of the mention of that

action.

4. : " or rather," correcting the preceding statement.

6. ov8^.,.ov8c: " not even...nor." irpbs I the use of Trpos

(instead of ) with the genitive to express the agent with a
passive verb is rare in classical Attic prose, though common in

poetry.

11. ^€5 : in classical Attic be would be used.

12.' : sc. 8, cognate accusative with.
14. irpb) : " not long before."

6. 2. €^ : a piece of ground at the extremity of the culti-

vated land, near the mountains or the sea.

3. <8» € : "hired for four obols (a day)."

An obol was worth about \^d.
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5.^ 6€( : the infinitive is explanatory of in the

preceding clause. £ : "undeservedly." is a

substantive.

7. '. a demonstrative regularly stands

either before the article or after the substantive, but when there is

another adjective the demonstrative may be placed between the

article and the substantive.

8.8 : a Homeric epithet of vkvos, variously explained as
" sweet " or " sound."

12. >...€ : there was a legend that
Zeus was l)uried near the city of Gnosus in Crete.

Ch. 7-10.

—

Zeus, inquiring tvho is making the 7ioise, is informed
by Henyies that it is Timon, who used to offer such splendid sacrifices

to the gods, and who has been ruined through his folly in bestowing

wealth on false friends who have left him in the lurch. Zeus accounts

for his neglect of Timon''s case, and orders Hermes to take Plutus
{Wealth) and Thesaurus (Treasure) to dwell with Timon, announcing
that he will punish the ungratefid flatterers when his thunderbolt has

been repaired.

[See Index for,^, ITepiicX^s.]

7. 5. ,..8€|€ : the apodosis, if expressed, would be el

.
8. ' : belonging to?, one of the Attic demes

or townships.

9. * Upcov - ' with the genitive is unusual
with ; it is common with or, " to vow or

swear by a thing." ?: " who lately became rich," i.e.

on his father's death ; for in 1 2, 2, Timon's wealth is spoken of as

inherited, Tas 6Xas eKOToppas : sc.. The omission of the

participle in such expressions is common in Lucian. A hecatomb
was properly an offering of a hundred oxen, but the word came to

be used for any sacrifice on a large scale.

11. - : an Athenian festival in honour of Zeus, at

which incense, libations, &c. were offered, but no animals sacri-

ficed.

12. TTJs9 : an exclamation is frequently accompanied
by a genitive case, expressing the source of the feeling.

8. 1. .1 clireiv : "one might say," as opposed to Be^ (sc. (Ine7v), 1. 3.

6. £€$ TO : for the accusative, cp. 4, 13, n. The
allusion is to the story of Prometheus, whose liver was gnawed by
a vulture by order of Zeus.
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12. : an elliptical expression, " for why (should they

do so)?"

13. €v ^e'pci : "in their turn."

15. -: genitive of price, "for pay."

9. 1• : here adversative, "yet."
2. eiTil 8- I refers to naponreos, "for (if

we neglect him) we shall be acting just like..." In such cases eVei

may be rendered "otherwise."
4. £ : thigh-bones wrapped in fat.

6.: "however." The word is often thus used by Lucian
to break oif and pass to another subject.

10. € :
" for a short time."

11. «I : sc., "since."
12. avTotsi i.e. , supplied from e'f .... €(> I sc. , genitive absolute. The

perfect of is used as a present.

14. (-'. equivalent to eveari, "it is possible."

15.€: indicates contempt, "some sort of virtue."

There is a reference here to the teaching of Socrates, who was
a contemporary of Timon. - : "atoms," the indivisible

elements of which, according to Democritus, the matter of the
universe consisted.

16. |€ : lit. "stringing together," often used in a

disparaging sense of voluble speaking. Render " descanting upon,"
or "prating about."

10. 4. OTL : on or cos with the superlative denotes the

highest possible degree.

7. 5€ : instead of a corresponding Se clause, we have a
sentence introduced by, 1. 16.

9. €€'...€: in classical Attic the 2nd perfect<€
would be used.

10.: in causal sense, " since. "€ I an instance

of the absolute use of the comparative, i.e. the standard of com-
parison is not expressed; "more impetuously (than was proper),"

"rather impetuously."
11. : strictly "the day before yesterday," but often used

loosely for "a few days ago." --: this word, originally

applied to any one skilled in any art or profession, was specially

used of the class of teachers who became prominent in Greece in

the fifth century B.C. and who professed to teach the arts which
fitted a man for public life, especially that of rhetoric, iirciec : im-
perfect of attempted action, " tried to persuade."

12. civaC Tivas3 Toiis Qtovs ' Tivas is the predicate.
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" that we gods are not anybody at all," i.e. that we do not exist
at all.

14. TO*€ : the temple of the", i.e. Castor and
Polydeuces (Lat. Pollux), to the north of the Acropolis.

15. : "almost," lit. "so as to want little."

16. €(: "meanwhile."

Ch. 11-19.—Hermes remarL• on the value of importunity. Plutus
refuses to go to Timon, on the ground that Timon has treated him
shamefully hy flinging him aioay, and reqiiests to he sent to people
loho will appreciate him. Zeus replies that Timon will not do so

again, and charges Plutus with inconsistency in complaining of the

conduct of misers, who act in the opposite way to Timon. Plutus
retorts that the lavish and the miserly are both blameworthy, and that

a man shoidd use his wealth reasonably just as he should allow his

ivife reasonable freedom. Zeus reiterates his command ; and Plutus
obeys, although he says he might as well pour loater into a sieve as

make Timon rich.

[See Index for,,€, Aavaidei, //•.]

11. 1. € €€; is exclamatory; the
imperfect ^i/ is used to express surprise at the present discovery of

a fact already existing, but hitherto overlooked ; "how important
it was after all to shout loudly !

"

2. Tois.-1 : "advocates." In classical Attic the verb
is deponent.

3. : an exclamation, "look there!" originally 2 aor. mid.
imperat, of, but distinguished from it by the accent.

4.<€ : equivalent to yevrjaerai.

6. 61 ^1...<•(..., '- '. the imperfect indicative

in the protasis here refers to continued action in the past, while in

the apodosis it denotes continued action in the present.

8. dv7€) ; potential optative, "I can't go," meaning
"I won't go."

10. : "and that too," often used with a concessive

participle.

12. 3. : "only not," i.e. "all but," "nearly."
SiKpdvois 6€ : a proverbial expression ; cp. Horace, Naturam
expellas furca, tamen usque recurret.

5. ': deliberative subjunctive. irapao-iTOis : a " parasite
"

was a hanger-on who lived at his patron's expense and was expected
to provide amusement for the other guests.
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6. 8•€5 ' future participle expressing purpose

,

8. ois?6 : sc. (. I " simpletons," lit. " gulls."

10. '•«<...'€€9 I *' let them be content to earn."

in this sense is constructed with either a participle, an d
clause, a dative, or an accusative.

13. 2. '€€ : "has taught." The8 was
the slave who attended a boy on his way to and from school.

3. - : accusative of specification with,
" devoid of feeling in the small of his back." <r^...irpoaip6ior-

:
" he ought to have preferred you." In Greek the auxiliary

verb is put in the past tense, and not the infinitive as in English.

6. € : imperfect of, with augment in the preposition
;

the forms, &c., are also found.

10.- !
'* impressions of seals." is any

device, e.g. upon a shield or a signet-ring.

14. --? rods? irpbs ?0os - :

'• with your fingers drawn together in consequence of your habit of

reckoning accounts." This description is appropriate to the miser,

but not to Plutus, the personification of wealth.

15. cl :
'* if you seized an opportunity." The

middle is constructed with a partitive genitive denoting
the thing of which or the person of whom one takes hold.

16. 6'. " and in short."

17..,. *. adjectives agreeing with ^/.
18. )...5 €()6 I with the dative ex-

presses dependence or subjection, "under the eye of...governors."

For the meaning of, cp. 13, 2, n. .

14. 1 . eptovTas '. sc. .
2. : accusative absolute, used always in the case of par-

ticiples of impersonal verbs, cir*? : "without fear," " calmly."

3.: "the beloved object."

4. €: we should expect to balance ovSe...^ but in order to avoid the juxtaposition of two participles

(since4 follows) the infinitive is used in dependence on

€€.
6. TO? ?€ : "the ability to enjoy (their

wealth) themselves." belongs to €€.
8. : partitive genitive, " any of the barley."

10. > :
" what is most curious of all"; accusative

in explanatory apposition with the sentence.

12. f€ : "rascally," lit. "wearing out fetters." Some
MSS. have //•, " who persecutes the other slaves."

15.€ : "thirsty," i.e. in want of oil owing to the

miserliness of its owner.
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16. § & : an interrogative sentence with
is equivalent to an emphatic assertion ; "surely then it is not

right.»

15. 1. : adversative, "still." € €...€€5,...8<5|:
conditional sentences of this form—optative in protasis, future in-

dicative in apodosis—are not uncommon.
2. rh avci^cvov: "this utter carelessness"; the

participle with the article is equivalent to an abstract substantive.
3. irpbs €€: "at least as far as I am concerned." For this

limiting use of , cp. Thucydides IV. 84, ovde, €-, elnclv, *' and, for a Spartan, no bad speaker."

5. 85...€...€••€€5: verbs of taking care, which
are usually constructed with the future indicative, sometimes take
the ordinary subjunctive or optative of a final clause.

11. -: " will depart," i.e. die.

16. 2. 8...€ : " those who will

obserA^e moderation."
5. € 8......?'•€ € I when' is used

with a finite verb after a participle, it often indicates some
opposition between the verb and the participle and may be
rendered " nevertheless."

7.': "wherever she liked." The optative is used by
assimilation to the mood of the preceding clause.

9. €€5 : is used only in the present and imperfect, the
other tenses being supplied from the deponent '4.

17. 3. '. this was the regular phrase in

marriage-contracts at Athens, Sc': this resumes the subject.
6. 5: sc.. with a participle means "I

evidently do so and so."

7. 2<* 5...€6: "is there any way in which such a
man would not be thought" i.e. " surely he would be thought.

"

9. TT)- : an epithet of Demeter, because, having in-

troduced agriculture, she was considered the founder of law{) and of civilization generally ; cp. Vergil's phrase legifera

Ceres.

10. '. internal accusative with, " such is my own
feeling of indignation."

18. 5. ... : verbs of depriving take two
accusatives ; the internal accusative is retained in the passive

construction.

6. . : "by far."
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8. ^Kcivos itotc : in a question indicates sur-

prise ;
" What ! will he ever cease ?

"

13. KVTOvs ? : € is used of keeping water
either in or out, "to be watertight."

19. 2. €s rh : like(, " once for all." iv€: " in

a short time."

Ch. 20-25.

—

As Hermes and Phitus go on their way to Timon,
Plutus explains that when Zeus sends him to anyone he becomes lame,

hut when he is about to quit anyone he becomes winged. Hermes
objecting that men often become rich in a day^ Plutus replies that in

such cases he is sent by Pluto, not by Zeus ; and describes the be-

haviour of the nouveau riche. Further, when he is sent by Zeus he

is blind, and so falls into unworthy hands.

[See Index for^, Ntpevy,, Kodpos,,^^,,^, ."]
20. 5. 8*: cp. 1, 12, .
6.? : SC. Tois. tcXcCv rh€ : reXuv is some-

times used for reXelv odou, *' to accomplish a journey."

9. &|...: " no sooner... than." -: a rope which was
let down as a signal for the competitors in a foot-race to start.

15. ^irl €$ :
'' with a team of white horses." This is

frequently mentioned by Lucian as a mark of great wealth, {•ots

K&v 6vos iirflplc ''•€ : "who never before owned even a
donkey." is for , but has lost all force. Originally

K&v was used in conditional sentences in the combination ft,

where av belongs to the optative or past indicative of the apodosis

;

then ei came to be used even when the form of the apodosis was
such that av could not go with it, so that el = el ; the final

stage was reached when was used apart from el as an equivalent

for. Here is superfluous, as ovde means "not even"; and
for ovos there is a conjecture, "a pack-ass."

16. fKttl ?: \i, which has most MSS. authority, is cor-

rect, some words have probably fallen out before it ; the sense

required is " and (though formerly they wore rags) nevertheless "...

One MS. has, accusative of specification with,
"with purple robes on their shoulders."

18. '6 - : the negative in classical Attic

would be. ovap is an adverbial accusative, "in a dream," i.e.

"in an unreal manner."

21. 3. €...: "inasmuch as he is." are is frequently used
with a causal participle. '"<$5 .€-<$$ I Pluto, the
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god of the dead in the under-world, is the *' giver of wealth" when
people became rich owing to the death of others.

4. : there is a play on the words
and.

6. : the '
' tablet " of wood covered with wax on which a

will was written.

7.: either "like a bundle" (cp. ), or "at full

speed" (cp., "to rush").

8. irp<jK€iTai : serves as the passive oi, "to
lay out a corpse for burial."

10. ol €•€'<€5 : sc. , "those who pin their hopes upon
me." €V T-g^: the will is here opened in public ; usually this

took place in private, witnesses of course being present.

22. 2. > \Cvov :
" the string " with which the will was tied.

5.€: "tablet and all," lit. " together with the tablet

itself." The dative, especially with avros, may denote that by
which anything is accompanied ; cp. vavv elXov avrois avbpaaiv,
" they captured a ship, crew and all." €€: "runs at full

speed." The participles^ (intransitive) and^ (passive)

are used with verbs of motion to denote haste.

6. : these are typical slave-names.

The slave on attaining his freedom assumes a high-sounding ap-

pellation.

9. 5...6: a dependent exclamation, depending on the
notion of "thinking" implied in , "full of grief

as they think what a tunny has escaped them."
11. rb: the "bait" is the presents which the legacy-

hunters have given to the testator.

23. 1• : not contrasted with eKUvos (22, 4), but refer-

ring to the same person.

3. €l &9 (£€^ Tis : "should a passer-by crack his

whip without meaning anything."

4.^ rh ois '.

'

' pricking up his ears " like a horse.

•|" - - the mill was usually

turned by asses, but slaves were sometimes sent to the mill as a
punishment, probably means the temple of Demeter
at Eleusis, famous for the "mysteries" there celebrated. The
sense of the whole clause will then be that the quondam slave has

been initiated into the mysteries of the mill, and so looks upon it

with reverence. With the conjectural reading

the meaning is "loathing the mill-house as much as his

master's house."
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6. Tovs|5 * i.e. those who were formerly his fellow-

slaves.

7. : ''he too," as well as his former master.

8. dxpi Av: to be joined with €<(] in 1. 13.

9.: breeding and keeping race- horses for the Olympic
and other games was a very expensive amusement.

13. : "little by little," having its distributive

force.

24. 1• ...|.6 : "the very things that happen,"
i.e. "the actual case."

2. *: " however," waiving further discussion of a point and
passing on to a fresh topic.

9. : this combination of particles is used in late

prose to pass to another subject.

12. <rk rhv...'• : any piece of unexpected good
luck was ascribed to Hermes, and was called.

25• 1• So I
" in accordance with his decision,"

the impersonal boKei meaning " it seems good."
4. : sc.. 4 : crasis for dyaSe,

" my dear sir." 8s ye', in causal sense, like Lat. quippe qui, " for

he." : sc. €, the usual participial construction with
a verb of knowing.

5. (€€ : i. e. people who deserve to be rich.

Ch. 26-33•

—

In answer to the questions of Hermes, Plutus

explains why men are so fond of him. It is because he loears a
mash, and because they do not know what is truly desirable.

Hermes contrasts the elusiveness of Wealth tvith the tenacity of
Poverty, and suddenly discovers that they have forgotten to bring

Thesaurus. They set foot on Attica, and find Timon surrounded by
Poverty, Toil, Steadfastness, Wisdom, and Courage. Plutus

wishes to go back, but Hermes leads him on ; and Poverty goes off

in disgust, accompanied by Toil, Wisdom, and the rest of her

companions.
[See Index for, ^. ]

26. 2. €€ : this phrase apologises for the mention of

something disagreeable to the hearer, € - : a

rare use of with the genitive instead of the accusative of

specification.

4. <5: sc. , "if they get you."
7. €€ <$... : a quotation from the

Megarian poet Theognis, who says of poverty :

—
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€s^
pmrelv , Kvpve,^.

For the use of^, cp. 22, 5, .
9. : adverbial accusative, *' at all."

10. €' 5: parenthetical, "I feel sure."

11. :
" to be frantic," like the^, or priests

of the Phrygian goddess Cybele, whose worship was characterised
by wild music and dancing.

27. 9. €v8vs I sc..
10. : "in my own person," i.e. without a mask.
1 3. : adverbial accusative with </€,

which is a causal participle with€ , " would
have blamed themselves for having such bad sight."

28• 1. : "then what is the reason that . . . ? " Iv.,. irXovretv yivoy-fvox.'. " when they are actually in posses-

sion of wealth."
2. rh ••('€ £€€ : a man who attains to wealth

may be said to "put on the mask," because his wealth blinds

people to his weaknesses.
3.: present of attempted action, "tries to take it

away."
5. €<$ : sc. €. «- I "spurious," lit. "smeared

on."

12. :
" secretly." For the adverbial use of the participle,

cp., 22, 6. The more usual construction would be \•
vet€\.

13. & : equivalent to, neut. plur. of the indefinite ris.

16. : crasis for e/xe.

17. : a perfect with present sense. |.£ vir

: "surrounded by them as by a bodyguard."
(" spearmen ") formed the bodyguard of kings and tyrants.

29. 1. as Xctos ci: ? is exclamatory, "but how smooth
you are !

"

4. * ?: cp. 1, 12, .
5. ?: " sticky," from ^?, "bird-lime."

7. 26(: middle, "cling to it." : "are unable."€ with an infinitive is equivalent to.
8.€ 5...€€ : the adverb €, though

placed next to the participle, really modifies the verb^ ; lit.

"while we have been talking nonsense an important fact has

escaped our notice in the middle (of our nonsense)."
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30• 1• € ?€ : '* as far as that is concerned."

2. KaTaXciiTtov€| '. here, as often, the participle expresses

the main idea, " I leave him when I come up."

6. tt)s? '. partitive genitive with €€, a verb of

taking hold. The was a short mantle worn by young men
;

on vases Hermes is regularly depicted with it.

31. 1. -: "yonder." -i may be added to demonstrative

pronouns when they are used in a *' deictic " sense, i.e. when the use

of the word is accompanied by a gesture pointing {€/) to

the person or thing referred to.

4. vtrh :
' * those who are marshalled

under the command of Hunger." For with the dative cp. 13,
18, n.

6. - : sc. oduv, adverbial accusative.

32• 1.€ :^ is a common epithet of

Hermes in Homer, and probably means "the swift appearer"{, "swift," and). The old explanation was "slayer

of Argus " (cp. ), Argus being the hundred-eyed monster sent

by Hera to vatch the cow into which lo had been transformed
;

he was slain by Hermes at the command of Zeus.

5. IIXoiTOS «irl '. sc.^.
6. 8 8 : "reduced to misery by

Extravagance." Many intransitive verbs are constructed with
and the genitive as though they were passive ; cp. anoOavflv

{(Kneaelv) , "to be put to death (to be banished) by
the democracy."

9. € ; the antecedent is attracted into the

relative clause, so that the expression is equivalent to

6 (, where is the object of.
10. €€•€' : agreeing with. The perfect of the

deponent€ and its compounds is used both as active and as

passive ; here it is passive, " perfected."

13.: " a ragamuffin.

"

33. 1• €5 ^ : Se connects this sentence with the pre-

ceding, and belongs to (, " you also."

3. €- :
" what he will lose in losing me,"

lit. "being of what nature he will lose me."
4. €5 ^...€€ ...€€€-€ : ' is usually

constructed with a participle, but an adjective may stand without
. (, perfect participle passive of, is often used

as an adjective, " vigorous."

6. ••)$ ^ : "looking to himself," i.e. trusting to

himself, not to externals like wealth, - €< : sc.

\, "as in fact they are."

LUC. C. T. 7
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Ch. 34-38.— Timon threatens to pelt his visitors loith clods and
stones, and Plutus is terrifed. Hermes remonstrates with Timon,
who persists in declining the gift of wealth becaiise it has been the

cause of so much evil to him and hecaiise he has realised the blessings

of poverty. Pbitus defends himself against the charges of Timx)n,

and complains of the treatment he formerly receivedfrom him.

34• 3.€5 ! "with impunity." This adverbial use of

is very common ; op. 22, 6, and 28, 12.

4. v|jids... Tois5 ... : admits of two con-

structions, {a) as here,/ \, " to hit a man with a
stone," (6) eVt /, " to throw a stone ataman."
In classical Attic is feminine. The article means "the
lumps of earth and the stones that are lying here."

6. |.[.$ deprecating, " don't do so.

"

9. : a common formula, " in Heaven's name."
11. : referring to the immediate future, "presently."€ 6vT€S : in late Greek is often used with a con-

cessive participle instead of Ka'mep.

13. : "I think I will batter him," or "I
mean to batter him." ("I seem to myself") with a

future infinitive admits either of these meanings.

16. ,€£5 :
" not in moderation," i.e. "extremely."- : "lest I get some mischief done me

before I go "
; cp. 30, 2, ?^.

35. 1. : sc., means " left-handed,"

so " awkward," here " stupid."

4. ' : "be the foremost man in Athens."

The use of as applied to a person is found also in

Herodotus and Euripides ; cp. Lucretius, i. 86, ductores Danaum
delecti, prima virorum.

5. 5 avTos«: "keeping your prosperity to your-

self."

9., , : sc. }<€yeis. S) , "my friend,"

is probably connected with the 2nd personal pronoun (Doric ,
Epic and Doric) rather than with €, " kinsman."

10. € ...€ re', quoted from Homer, Iliad XV.
202, where these words are addressed by Iris to Poseidon, ^
is deliberative subjunctive.

11. cIkos :
" it were natural." The imperfect indicative of

verbs expressing obligation, propriety, possibility {e.g. eSet, e$r)v),

and the imperfect of € with adjectives of similar meaning (as

here), are used without av in a potential sense.

12. I i.e. .
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36. 5. '03...€: cp. 11, 4, .
8. Tc'Xos* adverbial accusative, "finally."

12. '. neuter, "that multitude of external

goods."

13. ii «... : "making my hopes of life depend
on myself."

1 5.<8 : a false accuser who brought unfounded charges

in order to extort money.
16.8 : a member of the Athenian Assembly, con-

sisting of all citizens who were of full age and were not under any
legal disqualification. The voting in the Assembly was by show
of hands {), except when the interests of an individual

were at stake, in which case the ballot-box and voting-tablets{) were used.

37. 2. I in classical Attic this word stands first in its

sentence.

3. * '. this has better MSS. authority than.
iv <€ : the article is commonly omitted with ; cp. English
" in town."

4.: " my daily bread," lit. '* barley-meal."

6. : cp. 35, 11, .
7. iravTtts av0pwTrovs : "all men of full age."

10. ... : a reminiscence of Homer, Iliad III.

65, ovToi earl hpiKvbia.
12. f- : deliberative subjunctive in semi-

dependence on€, lit.
'

' am I to plead my cause ? do you wish
it?" i.e. "do you wish me to plead my cause?" Most MSS.
have--, which may be right, although the future

indicative is not used with /SovXei in classical Attic.

38. 1. « : cp. 35, 11, n.

2. t" --' '. is adverbial ac-

cusative with, which is masculine agreeing with
the subject of dnclv. Some editors insert npos before, and
take- as neuter plural.

4. irpocSpCas - I the privilege of sitting in the front

seats in the theatre and at the games was conferred on citizens as

a reward for distinguished services. A golden crown was another
mark of honour.

10. rpdirov : adverbial accusative.

13. €€ : "headlong."
14.8 I an upper-garment made of fine wool.

17. -€8 <€€€ I with an
adverb means '

' to behave towards a person " in a certain way.
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Ch. 39-44.— Timon at last reluctantly gives way, and Hermes
departs on his return to heaven, tvhile Plutus summons Thesaurus.

Timon continues his digging, and discovers untold wealth ; then he

announces his decision, which he puts in the formal language of a
decree of the Assembly, to live a solitary life for the future, hating all

mankind.

[See Index for ?,?,.]
39. 2, ( .,.- ': i.e. Timon... Plutus.
3. 8^£$: "as you are."

5. €-€ : sc. eori , "I must obey." The neuter of the

verbal adjective in -reos is used impersonally like the Latin
nominative gerund (or neuter gerundive), dv tis '.

" for what could one do ? " <' what would become of one ?

"

40. 1. 4: " on my account," i.e. "to please me."
6. TTJ clpeo-ia irTcpwv :

" by the oarage of his wings"; cp.

Vergil's phrase {Aeneid VI, 19) remigium alarum, elpeaia is used
metaphorically of any motion which is rapidly repeated, :

adverb, " here."

9. ••€5(' : "allow yourself to be taken
up," lit. " submit yourself for taking up." Expressions like this

show the original use of the infinitive as a dative of a verbal

noun.

10. €5 : sc. ras. v\lIv '. i.e. Timon and
Thesaurus.

41. 1. ' imperative as exclamation, "come!"
2. : crasis for .
3. €€ :

" god of portents. " Timon regards the discovery

of the treasure as a marvel {repas).

4.£ : cp. 26, 11, n. The Corybantes are invoked
here because Timon, like them, is transported with excitement.|€£ : cp. 24, 12, n.

5. ^ dvOpuKas €> dvcypoficvos : Timon is afraid

that the treasure will turn out to be charcoal when he wakes from
his dream.

6. -...€'| '. " coined gold," bearing a stamp (),
as opposed to , " bullion " or "plate."
"reddish." ' in compound adjectives often signifies that the

quality is present in a small degree.

8. <€', ... : a quotation from the Danae of Euripides, a

play not now extant.

9., ... : from Pindar, Olympian Odes^ i. 2, de
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the sense of $•, " like."

11. '- : see Index s.v..
42. 1. ws8 & € «s irpbs : the first is ex-

clamatory (" how" !), the second has a limiting force as in 15, 3.

The imperfect is idiomatically used (especially with apa) to

express surprise at the discovery of a fact already existing, but
hitherto unnoticed. Translate " It turns out that you are nothing,

at least as compared with Timon !

"

4. : there was a statue of the rural deity Pan in

the neighbourhood. On quitting any occupation it was usual to

dedicate the tools used in it to the god who presided over it.

6. : the antiquary Pausanias (about 180 a.d. ) mentions
a as existing in his time near the Academy to the

N.W. of Athens. This apparently suggested to Lucian the idea

of the ; the site of course is different.

7. .,. : t6u, which refers to

the neuter-, is masculine by assimilation to the gender of

the complement. For poL with the future infinitive,

cp. 34, 14, n. We learn from Plutarch and Suidas that Timon's
tomb was near Halae, on the road from the Peiraeus to Cape
Zoster, and that the piece of ground on which it was situated

was afterwards cut off from the mainland by the action of the

waves.

8. €\ Zk €[€< : Timon puts his resolve

into the formal language of a decree passed by. the Assembly.
10. : sc. ; similarly with the following nominatives

down to 7/ T]pepa, 43, 4.

11.' 05: there was an ancient altar of Pity in the

market-place of Athens.

43. 3. : adverb, modifying '.
4. 7$ ' : "let the day be an unlucky one."

correspond to the Latin dies nefasti, days on
which courts could not sit and the Assembly could not meet.? :

'
' and in short.

"

5. :
" in my estimation. " €( : the subject is ol.

6. '€€ : sc. or . The active

means "to pour a libation," the middle "to
make peace," because a libation was part of the ceremony in

concluding a treaty.

7.' ^ €$ : in the earliest times the

free population of Attica was divided into four tribes (), the
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members of each {€) being united by supposed ties of blood.

Each tribe consisted of three, the members of which
were called€( or^ ; and each consisted of

thirty - or families. Each ,, and yevos had
religious rites peculiar to itself. In 509 B.C. Cleisthenes intro-

duced a territorial division ; the free population was divided into

ten tribes, each tribe consisting of the inhabitants of a number of8 or townships, which were not contiguous but scattered

throughout Attica ; the number of was also largely in-

creased, but the relation of these to the^ is obscure. The old

kinship-groups then ceased to be of any political importance,

though they still survived in their religious aspect.

14. --.,. - €€£€ I it was
customary for those at the point of death to shake hands with
their relatives and friends, and after death the corpse was crowned
with wreaths. Timon, however, will have no dealings with any-
one, even when he comes to die.

44• 6.- : sc.^ ; similarly with, 1. 8.€5 : genitive of the time within which an event happens.

9. '. sc..
10. € KoXXvt€vs : an Athenian was formally

described by his own name, the name of his father, and the name
of his deme.

11. '€€ : "put the question to the vote in

the Assembly." The duty of preparing measures for discussion in

the Assembly belonged to the Council of Five Hundred, which
was divided into ten sections, each consisting of the fifty Coun-
cillors belonging to one of the ten tribes. Each section discharged

the functions of the Council for one-tenth of the year, its members
being called. In the fifth century B.C. the question was
put in the Assembly by the chairman() of the,
but early in the fourth century this was done by the chairman of

the TTpoedpoi, i.e. the nine representatives of the tribes not in office.

12. €€ : "very well." The word is probably connected, not
with (, but with the exclamation da.

Ch. 45-48.

—

Timon is visited by a crowd of his fair-weather

friends. The first of these is the flatterer Gnathonides, who wishes

to sing Timon a song and asL• ivhere the banquet is spread. Timon
receives him loith blows of the mattock, and refuses to heal his

wounded head with a douceur. The second, Philiades, pretends

that he was bringing Timon a handsome present, and warns him to

beware of ungrateful flatterers ; he gets his head broken for his pains.

[See Index for', NeVrcop.]
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45. 1• ircpl - - I lit. "I would reckon

beyond much," i.e. " I would value very highly."

2. : here equivalent to on, "that." refers to this

clause.

3. ...?: *' it would be the death of them": they

would hang themselves in chagrin.

4. € \;5 : the genitive with exclamations expresses

the ground of feeling.

5. 18 50€v: cp. 8', 1, 12, .
7.€ : deliberative subjunctive.

8.,- : "shall I break the law" which I have just

proposed and passed ?

9. ws...aviiovTo: Lucian frequently uses the optative in a final

clause depending on a verb in a primary tense (here-
€), instead of the subjunctive which is regular in classical

Attic.

11. ': imperative as exclamation, " come !"

12.?: this is a common name of a "parasite " in the

later Greek comedy ; it is formed fxOm-, "jaw," because the

parasite uses his jaws at his patron's tal)le.

13. *€ : "at my house."

46. 4. : an abbreviated form of .
7. : the dithyramb was a lyric

poem sung by a chorus to the accompaniment of the flute ; its

subject originally was the praise of Dionysus (Bacchus), but after-

wards it took a wider range. The author of the dithyramb
trained the chorus, just as the tragic or comic poet did ; hence

biMaKfLv= " to bring out a dithyramb."
9. €€€ : the singular eX eyelov means a couplet consisting of a

hexameter and a pentameter, and the plural eXfyda is applied to

a poem written in that metre. It was used for various subjects,

and especially for dirges; so that eXeyela here="a lament.")) €'] :
" to the accompaniment of this mattock."

In this sense may take either the dative or the genitive,

12., o-€,9 its "Apciov : "I summon
you to the Areopagus on a charge of wounding." is

genitive of the cause, as with verbs of accusing and condemning.
The council of Areopagus, so called because it met on the Hill of

Ares to the west of the Acropolis at Athens, consisted of ex-

archons, and had jurisdiction in cases of wilful murder, wounding,
poisoning, and arson.

20. -€$: "you shall not go unpunished"; cp. ov, 34, 4.
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47. 4.- : in apposition with aypov and.
5.€ civai '. a reference to the belief about

the song of the dying swan.

48. 5. 8'•5...|): with the future indicative is

equivalent to a command. The idiom is probably to be explained
by the omission of a verb like i'jpa or.

6. f Tovs lirl Ttjs •€'5 8 I is not in the
MSS., but some substantive is needed. Perhaps may be
right.

8. irKTrcvTca : the neuter plural of the verbal adjective in -reos

may be used impersonally just as the singular is ; cp. 39, 5, n.

10. irpiis €€: " for your pressing needs."

17.^ ^ : "I have had my skull broken." The
genitive is partitive ; the perfect Kareaya (from is

active in form, but passive in meaning.

Ch. 49-53.— Third comes the politician Demeas, who had
refused Timon the price of admission to the theatre, hut has now
drawn up a decree conferring on him exaggerated honours for
imaginary services to the state, and proposes to call his son—when
he has one—after Timon. He too is received ivith blows, and
departs vowing vengeance.

[See Index for
^.]

49. 3. Trap* : "received from me."
5. -: causative middle, " procured his release.

"

6. ^€ TTJ €£ €€ : Pericles

introduced the custom of making a grant from the public treasury

to poor citizens to enable them to pay for entrance to the theatre.

This money was called to^, and was distributed by men
chosen by lot from each tribe. Lucian makes a slip in naming
the tribe^ ; for the deme of Collytus, to which Timon
belonged, was in the tribe Aiyr/i's•. Cleisthenes named the ten

tribes which he instituted (see 43, 7, n.) after Attic heroes;

Erechtheus was a legendary king of Athens.

7. TO: "my share," lit. "what was falling to my
lot."

8. : only Athenian citizens were entitled to a share in

the distribution.

50. 2. ^€: lit. " prop" ; used metaphorically of a person,
" support " or " pillar."

3. at <>€ : i. e. the Council of Five Hundred and
the Council of Areopagus ; cp. 44, 11, w. and 46, 12, n.
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4. rh-, .,.^ '. -, is " to propose a

decree."

6. KaXos09 : a comprehensive term for the possession of

all manly excellences.

7. :
" always," signifying "along the

course of," " throughout."

10. reXeio),: " with a chariot drawn by (four) full-grown

horses," as opposed to/', "a chariot drawn by a

pair of colts."

11. €€- :
" went as a spectator." is used specially

of spectators at the public games.

14.- : this serves as the passive of.
1...€: cp. 33, 1, .

15. f irpbs5 : "near Acharnae," a deme (or township)

about 8 miles north of Athens ; it was the scene of an unimportant
engagement between some Athenian and Boeotian forces, in which
the former were worsted, 430 B.C. The MSS. have',
"against the people of Acharnae," which is clearly wrong, for the

Acharnians were citizens of Athens.

le.f [lopast a, was a division of the Spartan army, num-
bering from 400 to 900 men. The MSS. reading is.

51. 2. : the muster-roll of citizens capable of

bearing arms. There was one for each tribe, kept by the

or commander of the infantry of the tribe.

6. €••1?-- : " on all these grounds."

7. the Council of Five Hundred and the

Assembly, ttj': the Heliaea consisted of 6,000 citizens

over 30 years of age, selected by lot at the beginning of each year,

and from this body all jurymen were chosen. Neither the Heliaea

nor the tribes nor the demes had anything to do with the passing

of a decree ; the mention of them here is in keeping with the

absurdity of the whole passage.

8.-- : "to erect a gold statue of

Timon." In this idiom the simple is regularly used in

classical Attic.

11.: cp. 38, 4, n, : i.e. by the
herald in the theatre.

12. -iois? is: "at the festival of Dionysus
at the exhibition of new tragedies." Three festivals of Dionysus
were celebrated at Athens ; nearly all new tragedies were brought
out at the Great Dionysia in the month of Elaphebolion (March-
April). For the use of (lit. "the new tragic

poets or actors) instead of-^ cp. Lat. gladialoribus,

"at an exhibition of glq,diators." The dative without a preposition
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may denote the time when an event occurs, if the word in the

dative is the name of a festival or denotes a particular day, night,

month, or year.

14. etir€ I *' moved the resolution."

52. 2. € -: " after your name. " With verbs of

naming eVt is also used with the genitive in this sense.

4. - ye 8 elSe'vai : "at least so far as I know. " is

an adverbial accusative used like with the infinitive to limit a
statement,

9. €5 '. a late form for yojueis. oStos I is used in

contemptuous or angry address, " you there !
" << fellow !

"

11.: "despotic rule." The word denotes absolute

power acquired in an unconstitutional way, and implies nothing as

to the good or bad exercise of that power ; but the name of-
had been hated at Athens ever since the harsh rule of Hippias

(expelled 510 B.C.).

12. $ «XevGcpos * ao-Tos Demeas hints that one
of Timon's parents was a slave or at least not an Athenian, -

belong to as well as to eXev^epoy.

53. 2.: cp. 36, 15, n., and for the use of el

with the participle cp. 17, 6, w.

3. - : the inner cell of the temple of Athene on

the Acropolis, used as the state treasury.

5. : a late form for (from).
9. &: sc. ; similarly with rptVj;i/, 1. 11.

11. €: imperative of (from), a perfect with

the meaning of a present.

13.: a contemptuous diminutive, "mannikin."
14. €...€5 I the perfect optative is usually

expressed by this periphrastic form, not hy ..., except

when the perfect is used in the sense of a present. ' is

cognate accusative, implying ^. Distinguish^, "the Olympic games," from ', the district of

" Olympia."

Ch. 54-58.

—

The philosopher Thrasycles, whose life is utterly at

variance with his professed beliefs, disclaims any desire for wealth,

and advises Timon to get rid of so dangerous a possession by

throwing it into the sea or distributing it to the necessitous, including

himself Timon replies with a bloio of the mattoch, and mounts

a rock, from which he pelts with stones the visitors who keep

coming,
[See Index for ZeC^tj.]
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54. 2. ,^: "certainly." Both particles are here asseverative.

3. Ttts9?: " with his eyebrows drawn up," a mark
of pride.

4. €€<)$ Ti irpos : *' giving himself airs." €5
: /' with a Titan-look in his eye," i.e. " looking fierce "

; cp.

4, 12, n. With this use of^ with the accusative, cp. our

phrase "to look daggers."

5. <€€5 .. :
" with the hair on his brow

standing on end." The philosopher has been passing his hands

through his hair as he ponders over some problem, is used

of scaring birds, hence4 is "to make a thing start up."

6. AvTopope'as tis : "a sort of veritable Boreas." The god of the

North Wind and the sea-god Triton, son of Poseidon and
Amphitrite, were represented with dishevelled locks.

8. : " the way he wears his cloak."/^
means to throw one's cloak over the shoulder so as to let it

hang in folds, : "countless." oaos is often added to

adjectives expressing quantity and to,, to

heighten the force of the expression.

10. €'€...,.. irais...op€'|€i€v: in classical Attic the

optative in a temporal clause marks the action as having occurred

repeatedly in the past ; here we should expect kneidav

...ope^rj, since the principal verb {emdeiKvvTai) is primary,

is " the slave."

12. : wine "less diluted " with water than usual.

18. : sc., " the forefinger," lit. "the licking-

finger" (cp. ).
19. : cp. 45, 9, .

55• 2. &'. crasis for eav. 5 : "alone, to

the exclusion of everyone else." The form of expression is illogical,

but very common in Greek ; so with superlatives, e.g., " more beautiful than anyone else," or " most beautiful

of all."

3. 6 Ti £...6€ : sc. 4, " whatever in fact is to the advan-

tage of {i.e. ministers to) gluttony and greed." The clause seems
to be parallel to and, and should probably be in-

serted before .
4. 89...: " not only till he reaches the stage of

singing." -? : a poetical form for:
8. : .sc. '.
11.8 : the female flute-player was a regular feature at

Greek banquets.9 : sc. ^.
12. -^ : "he would not

yield the first place to anyone." , lit. "to step aside
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out of a person's way," is constructed with a dative of the person
and a genitive of the thing. \|/€-| ^€: "as far as lying is

concerned."

14. : cp. 35, 4, .
16.: often in a contemptuous sense, "creature."
18. -Tbs : ironical, " worthy man that he is !

"
:

sc. €. Some adjectives expressing time are used adverbially ; cp.

rpLToios, " he came on the third day."

56. 1. Tois iroXXots TOVTois I the dative depends on
(crasis for ), " in the same spirit as that multitude."

3. cXiriSt I dative of cause.

5. irpos -e : for {tolovtov) avbpa ft,

" towards a man like you." Not only the relative , but also

the subject () of the relative clause, is assimilated to the case of

the antecedent, ! neuter, " your property."

7. : a mixture of thyme with honey and vinegar was
commonly eaten by the poor of Attica.

8. £€ : a spring with nine sources in the south-east

of Athens, also called, : a coarse cloak worn by
philosophers.

9. 5 '.
'

' than any purple robe (you like) "
;

cp. Lat. cuiusvis.

11. -... :
" for your own sake." is properly

an accusative in apposition with the sentence. I "I
started."

14. ': "preferably," " if possible," opposed to el Se

, 57, 1.
^

^

17. ' : sc.. cs I "only (as far

as) up to your middle."

57. 1. el ..., - '. Se is occasionally used to introduce the

apodosis of a conditional sentence.

3. : this is properly the reflexive pronoun of the 3rd
person, but it is sometimes used for the 1st or (as here) for the 2nd
person, ..., ..., ': "to one..., to another..., to

another. " The use of the relative as a demonstrative in contrasted

clauses (instead of pev ...) is very common in late prose.

5. 6€- ', sc. (', "he would deserve to get."

Greek prefers the personal construction to the impersonal
' ^, " it would be right that he should get."

9. €- I "holding two
Aeginetan medimni." The Attic contained about 12

gallons, and the Aeginetan (so called from the island of Aegina in

the Saronic gulf) was rather larger.
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10. i.e. to be content with the

barest necessaries of life.

12. '•...5 '•8 : a shortened expression for€\. *
: "however," waiving further discussion.

13. €••( : jussive subjunctive, not future indicative, ^^,
"come !" precedes either an imperative, a jussive subjunctive, or
a question.

17. [ <€ : "I have not cheated you, have I ?
"

is used in questions to which a negative answer is expected.

is lit. " to strike aside," and was used of a seller who
cheated by striking off too much from the top of the measure.

18. ?; the was roughly a quart, -^-^ of the.
58• 2. €9...5... : Lucian elsewhere mentions

Blepsias and Gniphon as money-lenders, and Laches as a wealthy
man.

5. rrXtia-TOvs I "as many as possible."
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A., -ovos, : king of Mycenae and leader of the Greeks in

the Trojan war.

"8, -, : brother of Zeus and Poseidon, and god of the unseen
or nether world, also called.', -, : the goddess of war and of skill in the arts of life,

and protecting deity of Athens. There was a famous statue

of her, the work of Pheidias, on the Acropolis of Athens.

AlaKOs, -ov, 6 : son of Zeus, and ruler of the island of Aegina.

After his death he became one of the judges in the under-

world, together with Minos and Rhadamanthus. Lucian
represents him as the steward who receives from Charon the

passage-money paid by the spirits of the dead.

Aiay, -avTos, : Ajax, son of Telamon, king of Salamis, and grand-

son of Aeacus (to be distinguished from the lesser Ajax, son of

Oileus). He was the bravest of the Greeks who fought
against Troy, excepting only Achilles. After the death of

Achilles the armour of that hero was awarded to Odysseus,
and Ajax in his chagrin went mad and fell on his own SAvord., -, : the land of the blacks, south of Egypt, corres-

ponding roughly to the modern Soudan and Abyssinia., -, I Mt, Etna in Sicily., -, : husband of Iphimedeia, who bore to Poseidon
two sons, Otus and Ephialtes, called Aloidae from the name of

their reputed father. They were of gigantic strength and
stature, and attempted to scale heaven by piling mountain
upon mountain ; but Apollo destroyed them.

*, -, : born about 500 B.C. at Clazomenae in Ionia,

made a great step in philosophical thought by asserting that

Reason {) was the efficient cause of the universe. He
came to Athens about 460 B.C. and was an intimate friend of

Pericles, shared his temporary unpopularity, and was driven
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from Athens on a charge of impiety before the Peloponnesian
war broke out in 431 B.C. He died at Lampsacus in 428 B.C., -8 or -€, : the sacred bull worshipped as a god by the
Egyptians.', -, : son of the Titan lapetus. When Zeus overthrew
Cronus and the Titans, Atlas was doomed to support the
heavens on his head and hands., -, : leader of the conservative party at Athens and
rival of Themistocles. He fought against the Persians at

Marathon (490), Salamis (480), and Plataea (479). When
the confederacy of Delos was formed about 475 for the

defence of the Greek states of the Aegean against Persia,

Aristeides was chosen to fix the amount to be paid by each
member into the common treasury. His integrity was pro-

verbial. He died in 468 B.C.

;^€$•, -(, : son of Peleus and the sea-nymph Thetis,

and grandson of Aeacus. He was king of the Myrmidons, a

Thessalian tribe, and was the bravest of the Greeks who
fought against Troy. Owing to a quarrel with Agamemnon he
withdrew from the contest, but he returned to it to avenge
the death of his friend Patroclus, and slew Hector, the fore-

most warrior of Troy. He was in turn slain by Paris.

B., -, : Biton and Cleobis were famous for their devotion

to their mother, Cydippe, priestess of Hera at Argos.

Cydippe having prayed that Hera would grant them what
was best for mortals, they both died while asleep in the

temple.

.
/;, -, : daughter of Acrisius, king of Argos. An oracle

having declared that Acrisius would die by the hands of

Danae's child, he shut her up in a chamber of stone or bronze.

Here she was visited by Zeus, who descended through the roof

in the form of a shower of gold, and she became by him the

father of Perseus. Acrisius put mother and child into a

chest and threw it into the sea ; it was cast ashore on the

island of Seriphus, and there Perseus grew up to manhood.
Aauaides, -, at : the fifty daughters of Danaiis, who married the

fifty sons of Aegyptus. All except Hypermnaestra slew their

husbands on the wedding-night. Their punishment in the

under-world was to pour water for ever into a jar with a hole

in it.
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(, -, :on Mt. Parnassus in Phocis ; the seat of the famous
oracle of Apollo.,-, : son of Prometheus andkingof Phthiain Thessal3^

He and his wife Pyrrha were the only mortals who survived the

deluge with which Zeus destroyed the wicked ; they took

refuge in a ship which, as the waters subsided, rested on the top

of Mt. Parnassus. The earth was repeopled by the atones

which Deucalion and Pyrrha threw over their shoulders.

E.

€8, -, : a Cretan poet and prophet, who was fabled to

have slept for 57 years. In 596 B.C. he visited Athens, and
by mysterious rites purified the city from a plague., -, : son of Zeus and Maia, messenger of the gods,

conductor of departed spirits to the under-world, god of good-

luck, and inventor of the lyre. He was identified by the

Romans with Mercurius.

, -$•, : a famous painter who flourished towards the end
of the 5th century B.C. He was a native of Heracleia in

southern Italy, and lived at Athens, at the court of Archelaus
of Macedonia, and in Magna Graecia.

H.^, -eovs, 6 : son of Zeus and Alcmene, famous for the "twelve
•irj labours" which he performed at the bidding of Eurj'stheus king

vTrl*of Argos. He took the place of Atlas while the latter plucked
for him the golden apples of the Hesperides.", -, 6 : son of Zeus and Hera, and god of fire as used in

the arts, especially in the working of metal. Having sided

with Hera in a quarrel with Zeus, the latter hurled him from
heaven ; after falling a whole day he • reached the island of

Lemnos. Homer represents him as lame from birth (other

accounts ascribe his lameness to this fall), and describes the

amusement of the gods when they saw him limping round as

he handed them wine.

€, -ov, 6 : the ugliest man among the Greeks besieging Troy.

He was beaten by Odysseus for abusing the chiefs., -idos, : one of the Nereids, or daughters of the sea-god

Nereus. She became the mother of Achilles by Peleus.

LUC. C. T. 8
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"iXioy, -ov, , also "iXiov, -ov, : another name for Troy, the

foundation of which was ascribed to Ilus son of Tros.", -ov, : the largest ri\"er in Argolis, flowing from the

borders of Arcadia into the Argolic Gnlf. To-day, just as in

Lucian's time, the bed of the stream is dry except after rain., -, '• a member of a noble and wealthy family at

Athens, father of Callias and father-in-law of Alcibiades. He
fell at the battle of Delium, 424 B.C.

'ipos, -ov, : a beggar who insulted Odysseus on his return to

Ithaca.", -ov, 6 : the river Danube., -as, : the central portion of the western seaboard of Asia
Minor, with the adjacent islands, colonised in early times by
Greeks of Ionic race. Of the twelve cities of Ionia the most
important were Ephesus, Miletus, Samos, and Chios.

K., -ov, : son of Hipponicus, and well known for his

hospitality to sophists. He ran through his wealth and died

in poverty., -ov, : son of Cyrus, king of Persia 529-521 B.C. He
conquered Egypt in 525 B.C. According to the Egyptian
account, reported by Herodotus, he went mad because he had
killed the sacred bull Apis. He died of an accidental wound
in Syria as he was on his way to Persia to overthrow a pre-

tender who had usurped the throne., -as, : a spring on Mount Parnassus, sacred to Apollo

and the Muses.

Kavaos, -ov, : the Caucasus range of mountains, stretching from
the Black Sea to the Caspian.

Kexpox//", -onos, 6 : the legendary founder of Athens and first king of

Attica. According to some accounts he was an Egyptian., -€5, 6 : see under.
'/, -5, 6 : an Athenian tanner, and a notorious demagogue.

He came into prominence at the beginning of the Peloponnesian

war by attacking Pericles, and after that statesman's death in

429 B.C. was the leader of the war party. In 427 he proposed

the extermination of the whole male population of Mytilene

as a punishment for their rebellion ; in 424 he shared with

the general Demosthenes the distinction of capturing nearly

300 Spartans at Sphacteria ; and in 422 he was defeated and
killed by Brasidas at Amphipolis.
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function of Clotho Avas to spin (cp., "to spin ") the

thread of life,

Ko'Spoy, -ov, 6 : according to tradition, the last king of Athens,
slain in battle against the Dorians about 1066 B.C., -, : the island of Crete (modern Candia).?, -, : the last king of Lydia, 560-546 B.C., famous for

his wealth. He conquered the Greek cities in the west of

Asia Minor, but was in turn overthrown by Cyrus, king of

Persia, who captured his capital Sardis in 546 B.C. and
ordered him to be burnt to death. The story goes that when
Croesus was about to mount the pyre he recollected the

warning of Solon and thrice uttered Solon's name ; and that

Cyrus, enquiring Solon was, and being told of his inter-

view with Croesus, spared the captive's life and e'er after-

wards treated him with the greatest honour., -, : son of Uranus and Ge, husband of Rhea, and
father of Zeus, Hera, Poseidon, and Hades. He dethroned
his father, and was himself dethroned by Zeus., -, : an Achaean colony on the east coast of the
" toe " of Italy, and one of the most important states of Magna
Graecia,, -, : the Cyclopes ("Round-eyed") are in Homer
one-eyed cannibals of gigantic stature dwelling in the island

of Thrinacia. Later they are represented as three in number,
Arges, Steropes, and Brontes ; they were released by Zeus
from Tartarus, into which they had been- hurled by Cronus,

and provided Zeus with lightning and thunderbolts. They
are also mentioned as assisting Hephaestus in his workshops
in Mount Etna., -ov, 6 : a name for Hermes, who was said to have
been born on Mount Cyllene on the borders of Arcadia and
Achaea., -, : son of a Persian noble named Cambyses, and
founder of the Persian Empire. He overthrew his maternal
grandfather, Astyages, king of Media, in 559 B.C. ; conquered
the Lydians under Croesus, 546 B.C. ; and then sent his

general, Harpagus, against the Greeks of Asia Minor. In

538 B.C. he captured Babylon, then the capital of a separate

kingdom. He was slain in battle against the Massagetae, a

Scythian people, 529 B.C., -ov, : one of the rivers in the under-world[,
" wailing ").
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\7], -, : the waters of " oblivion " in the nether world ; spirits

that drank thereof forgot all their earthly life., , : the northern part of Africa, west of Egypt. The
name was also applied to the continent as a whole.

AvyKcvi, -€, : one of the Argonauts who sailed with Jason in

quest of the golden fleece, and famous for his keen sight., -as, : a country in the west of Asia Minor, to the south of

Mysia and to the north of Caria, having Sardis as its capital.

It was the seat of a powerful monarchy which gradually ac-

quired empire over all the country west of the Halys, but was
finally overthrown by Cyrus., -€, : one of the two peaks of Mt. Parnassus.

M., -as, : daughter of Atlas ; she bore Hermes to Zeus on Mt,
Cyllene.

Maiapbpios, -ov, : the secretary and confidant of Polycrates, despot

of Samos, who sent him to inspect the treasure which the satrap

Oroetes had promised to give him. According to Herodotus,

Maeandrius was duped by the satrap, who filled eight chests

with stones and put a thin layer of gold on the top ; his

report was so favourable that Polycrates set out for Sardis,

where he met his death. Maeandrius succeeded his master as

despot of Samos., -ov, : a king of Phrygia, proverbial for his wealth./, -vos, 6 : a famous athlete of Croton, who won six victories

in wrestling at the Olympic games and six at the Pythian.

He was the commander of the forces of Croton in the war
with Sybaris, 510 B.C. Among other feats of strength he is

said to have once carried an ox on his shoulders through the

race-course at Olympia.

Moipai, -, al : the Fates, Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos, who
assigned to men their portions() of good or evil in life., -, : the seat of Agamemnon's monarchy, a few miles

N.E. of Argos. After the Dorian occupation of Peloponnesus

its importance declined, and in 468 B.C. it was destroyed by
the Argives.

N., -opos, 6 : king of Pylos in Triphylia on the west coast of

the Peloponnesus, and the oldest of the Greek chieftains who
fought against Troy,
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NiVof, -ov, : Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, situated on the

Tigris. It was destroyed by the Medes under Cyaxares and
the Babylonians under Nabopolassar in 625 or 606 B.C.

Nipevs, -€, 6 : the handsomest of the Greeks who fought against

Troy.

O.?, -, 6 (Latin Ulysses) : king of Ithaca, an island to the

west of Acarnania. He was the cleverest and most eloquent

of the Greeks at Troy,

Oirjy, -, : a lofty range of mountains between Thessaly and
Central Greece, west of the Malian gulf.

^08, -ov, : a Spartan, one of 300 who fought against the

same number of Argives to decide whether the district of

Thyreatis should belong to Sparta or to Argos, 547 B.C. At
nightfall Othryadas and two Argives alone survived ; the latter

hastened to Argos, while the Spartan remained on the field.

Subsequently both peoples claimed the victory, and after all

the dispute had to be decided by a general engagement, in

which the Spartans won the day. Othryadas, being ashamed
to return to Sparta as the sole survivor of the 300, fell on his

own sword.', -as, : a district in Elis, on the river Alpheius, famous
for the temple of Zeus containing Pheidias' great statue of the

god, and for the Panhellenic games held there every four years.", -ov, 6 ; a lofty mountain-range separating Thessaly from
Macedonia, and believed in early times to- be the seat of the

gods.", -ov, : the author, as the Greeks believed, of the Iliad and
the Odyssey, as well as of several minor poems., -ov, 6 : the Persian satrap of Lydia, who put Polycrates

to death. See under and.", -, : a mountain in the north-east of Thessaly, separated

from Mt. Olympus by the vale of Tempe.

., -, 6 : a range of mountains in Phocis, rising to its

greatest height in the summits of Lycoreus and Tithorea. On
its slopes were situated the spring of Castalia and the oracular

shrine of Delphi.(, -(, : son of Xanthippus, and the greatest of Athenian
state.smen. He entered public life in 469 B.C., and soon
became the leader of the democratic party, remaining so till

his death in 429. He threw open the archonship to all but
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the poorest class, instituted paid juries, and provided pajanent
for the poor citizens to witness performances in the theatre.

He Avas also distinguished as a general, his greatest exploits

being the recovery of Euboea in 445 B.C. and the reduction of

Samos in 440 B.C. He greatly strengthened the Athenian
navy and extended the Athenian system of colonies. Under
his administration a large part of the revenue of the empire
was devoted to the adornment of Athens by the erection of

such masterpieces of architecture as the Propylaea and the

Parthenon. He was an accomplished orator and a warm
admirer of literary men and philosophers., -ov, TO : a mountain-range in the east of Thessaly, in the

district of Magnesia., -, 6 : "the giver of wealth," a name for Hades, the

god of the under-world., -, : despot of Samos, an island off the west coast

of Asia Minor, 532-522 B.C. By means of his powerful navy
he concpiered several of the adjacent islands ; he was also a

patron of literary men, notably of the poet Anacreon. He
was enticed to Sardis by the satrap Oroetes (see under

M.aiav8oios), and there crucified, 522 B.C.8, -, : brother of Zeus and Hades, and god of the

sea, identified by the Romans with Neptunus., -, : a Thessalian warrior who was the first of the

Greeks to leap ashore in the land of Troy and was the first

killed. His wife Laodameia entreated the gods that she

might talk with him for three hours, and Hermes brought him
up from the under-world. At the expiry of the time,

Laodameia died and accompanied her husband to the shades., -, : an epithet of Apollo, from, the most ancient

name of Delphi., -, 6 : (" Blazing with Fire") one of the rivers

in the under-world.

Pea, -, : daughter of Uranus and Ge, wife of Cronus, and
mother of Zeus, Hera, Poseidon, and Hades.

'FoIt€iov, -, ; a town on the shore of the Hellespont, to the

north of Troy ; the reputed burial-place of Ajax.

., -'?, 6 : son of Aeolus and brother of Sisyphus. He
presumed to imitate the thunder and lightning of Zeus, and
was killed by him with a thunderbolt.
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his effeminacy.

2af)8€Ls, -(, ai : the capital of Lydia, situated on the Pactolus, a

tributary of the Hermus., -, : the Sirens were sea-nymphs who lured sailors to

destruction bj^ the sweetness of their song. When Odysseus
was passing their island on his way home from Troy, he
stuffed the cars of his rowers with wax and fastened himself to

the mast of his ship, and so escaped the danger.

Siyeioi/, -ov, : a promontory and town in the Troad, at the

entrance to the Hellespont., -, : a monster with twelve arms and six necks, dwelling

in a cavern on a rock between Italy and Sicily.', , : the most famous legislator of Athens. When
Archon in 594 B.C. he carried out extensive social reforms,

and also remodelled the constitution, dividing the population

into four classes according to their property, and making
property instead of birth the qualification for political office.

In the course of his travels he is said to have visited Croesus

at Sardis ; but the story is chronologically impossible.

T.

/, -ov, 6 : son of Zeus and the nymph Pluto, and king of

Phrygia. Having betrayed secrets entrusted to him by Zeus,

he was punished in the nether world by being placed in a lake,

the waters of which receded whenever he tried to drink., -ov, : an Athenian, mentioned by Solon as a truly happy
man. He fell in battle against the people of Eleusis., : queen of the Massagetae, a Scythian people east of the

Caspian. When Cyrus fell in battle against them, Tomyris
cat off his head and put it in a bag of blood, bidding him take

his fill of blood.

Y., -ov, : a mountain-range south-east of Athens, noted for

its honey and its marble., -ov, : a -born demagogue at Athens, ostracised in

417 B.C., and assassinated by the oligarchs at Samos in 411 B.C.

., -, : son of Helios, the sun-god. Ho attempted to

drive the chariot of the sun across the heavens for one day,
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with the result that the earth was nearly set on fire. He was
killed by Zeus with a flash of lightning.

'^, -, : king of Salmydessus in Thrace. He put out the

eyes of his sons in consequence of a false charge brought
against them by their step-mother, and was in turn blinded by
the gods and tormented by the Harpies ("ApTrvtai/'Snatchers "),

winged monsters carried off or befouled all his food.€, -, 6 : a native of Phocis, a district on the Corinthian

Gulf, west of Boeotia.

X., -£, : a monster dwelling on the rock on the Sicilian

side of the Straits of Messina, who thrice every day swallowed
the waters of the sea and threw them up again., -, : the ferryman who conveyed the spirits of the

dead across the rivers of the under-world.



LUCIAN : CHARON.

TRANSLATION.

Heume.s, Chakon.

1. Hkk. What are you laugliing at, Charon? AVhy have
you left your ferry and come up liere to our world ? It is

quite unusual for you to bus}' j'ourseK Avith the affairs of

the upper regions.

Cha. I was anxious, Hermes, to see what life is like and
Avhat men do in it, or what they are deprived of that they
all lament when they come down to us ; for none of them
has ever made the passage without Aveeping. So, like the

famous young warrior of Thessaly, I ha\^e asked leave of

Hades to be a deserter from my vessel for one day, and
have come up into the light ; and I think I have fallen in

with you most opportunely ; for I arn sure you will

go round with me and act as my guide and shew me
me the sights one by one, for you must-knoAV them all.

Her. I have no time, master ferryman; for I am on my
Avay to do some service for the celestial Zeus in connexion
with men ; and he is sharp-tempered, and I am afraid that

if I loiter he will consign me to the nether darkness and
leave me entirely in your possession, or—as he did to

Hephaestus lately—seize me by the foot and hurl me from
tlie heavenly thresliold, that I too riiight raise a laugli as I

limped about pouring the Avine.

CiiA. Then Avill you let me Avander aindessly about the
earth, and tliat too thougli you are my comrade and fellow-

voyager and fellow-conductor ? Certainly it Avere well for

you to remember this at all events, son of Maia, that I

have never yet bidden you to bail the boat or to take an
oar; no: though your shoulders are so strong, you stretch

yourself out on the deck and snore, or, sliould you find a

LUC. c. T. 9
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talkative dead man, you carry on a conversation with him
during the wliole of tlie voyage ; while I, old as I am, ply
the pair of sculls without help. Oli, I implore you by your
father's name, mj^dear, SAveet Hermes, do not leave me, but
lead me round tlie whole of life, in order that I may see

something before I go back. If you abandon me, I shall

be no better than the blind ; for just as they stumble and slip

in the dark, so I on the contrary, you must observe, am
weak-sighted in the light. Come, god of Oyllene, grant
me the favour, and I will remember it for ever.

2. Her. This business will bring me a beating : I can
at least see already that my reward for acting as guide
will not be altogether unconnected with a thrashing.

Still I must give my services : for what can one do when
it is a friend that is pressing ? Well, master ferryman, it

is impossible for you to see everything in exact detail

:

it would be the occuj)ation of many years. Besides, Zeus
will be compelled to issue a notice about me as though I

were a runaway slave, while he will prohibit you yourself

from carrjnng on the works of Death and make you bring

loss upon Pluto's realm by ceasing for a long time to

convey the dead; moreover, Aeacus the tax-gatherer

will be discontented if he does not earn so much as an
obol. But now I must consider, that you may see the

most important points.

Cha. You must think of the best plan yourself, Hermes.
I am a stranger, and quite ignorant of what happens on
earth.

Her. In a Avord, Charon, we require a high place, in

order that you may see everything from it ; and had it

been possible for you to go uj) to heaven, we should have
had no difficulty ; for you would have seen everything in

detail from a point of vantage.. But as it is not right that

one who is always in the company of phantoms should set

foot in the royal halls of Zeus, it is time for us to be
looking about for some high mountain.

3. Cha. Do you remember, Hermes, what I am in the

habit of saying to you and your companions when we are

on a voyage ? Whenever the blast swoops dow^n and falls

upon the sail and makes it slant and the waves rise high,
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you in your ignorance tell me to take in the sail, or to

slacken the sheet a little, or to run before the wind ; but
I advise you to keep quiet, as I know myself vhat is

better. Well, in the same way you must do whatever
you think right, as you are at the helm for the present

;

and I will sit without saying a word, as a passenger
should, and obey all your orders.

Her. Quite right; I shall know myself what ought to

be done and I will find the suitable point of view. Well, will

the Caucasus be suitable, or Parnassus, which is higher, or

Olympus yonder, higher than both ? Indeed it was not a bad
idea that came into my head when I looked at Olympus; but
you must take some share in the work and lend your aid.

Cha. Give your orders ; I will lend you all the aid I can.

Her. Homer the poet says that the sons of Aloeus, who,
like us, were tAvo in number, once wished while still boys
to tear up Ossa from its roots and set it upon Olpnpus,
and then to put Pelion on Ossa, thinking that this Avould

be a long enough staircase and approach to heaven. Now
tliose two striplings (for they were presimiptuous) were
punished ; but as for us—since this scheme of ours is not
intended to harm the gods—why not build in the same
way, rolling the mountains upon one another, in order to

have a more exact view from a higher point ?

4. Cha. But will the two of us be able, Hermes, to lift

Pelion or Ossa and set it up ?

Her. AVhy not, Charon ? Do you think that we are less

stalwart than that pair of babies, though Ave are gods ?

Cha. No, but the feat seems to me somehow too grand
to be believed.

Her. Very likely ; for you are an ordinary person,

Charon, and anything but poetical. The noble Homer in a
<OUple of lines has made heaven accessible to us at once,

by putting the mountains together so easily. I am
surprised, too, that you think this prodigious when you
know Atlas, of course, who unaided sustains the firma-

ment itself, supporting all of us. And perhaps you
liave heard of my brother Heracles,—hoAV he once took
the place of that very Atlas and relieved him of the burden
for a sliort time by taking tlie load upon his own shoulders.
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. Lave heard of that too ; but whether it ia true

you, Hermes, and the poets will know.
Hee. It is quite true, Charon. AVhat motive could wise

men have had for l,ying ? So let us begin by prising up Ossa,

as the poem and the master builder Homer instruct us:

—

''And ujDon Ossa Pelion with its quivering leaves."

Do 3^ou see how easily and poetically at the same time we
have accomplished it ? AVell now, let me go up and see

whether this do or whether we shall require to build

higher. 5. Oh dear! we are still down at the foot of

heaven : on the east Ionia and Lydia are scarcely visible,

on the west no more than Italy and Sicily, on the north

only the country on this side of the Danube, and on tliat

side Crete is to be seen not very distinctly. We must
apparently move Oeta as well, master ferryman, and tlien

Parnassus on the top of all.

Cha. Let us do so. Only take care w^e do not put too

find a point upon the work, prolonging it beyond the

bounds of probability, and then be hurled down along with

it, and find by experience how unpleasant Homer's method
of building is, getting our skulls broken.
Hee. Cheer up ! it be perfectly secure. '

Oeta; let Parnassus be rolled on the top. Look now, I

will go up again. Good! I see everything. you
must come up too.

Cha. Stretch down j^our hand, Hermes ; this is no small

erection that you are making me mount.
Hee. You must, if you really wish to see everything,

Charon ;
it is impossible to be both safe and fond of sights.

Come ! take hold of my hand, and avoid walking on
the slippery part. AVell done ! you have come up too.

Now^ as Parnassus has two peaks, let us each take one
peak and sit down ; and you, please, must look all round
and survey everything.

6. Cha. I see much land, and a great sheet of vater
flowing round it, and mountains, and rivers bigger than
the Cocytus and the Pyriphlegethon, and men very small,

and dens belonging to them.

Hee. Those are cities that you think are dens.
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Cha. AVell, Hermes, do you know that we have accom-
plished nothing, and that it was of no use for us to move
Parnassus along with Castalia, and Oeta, and the other

mountains ?

Her. Why?
Cha. I at any rate can see nothing distinctly from the

height. I wanted to see not cities and mountains merely
as in pictures, but men themselves, and what they are

doing, and to hear what they are saying—just as Avhen

you met me at first and saw me laughing, and asked
me what I Avas laughing at ; it was because I had heard
something and was exceedingly amused by it.

Her. AVhat was it ?

Cha. He Avas invited to dinner on the next day, I think,

by one of his friends, and said, "I shall certainly be
there"; and while he was speaking a tile was dislodged

by someone and fell from the roof and killed him. So I

began to laugh, as he did not keep his promise, I think I

will go a little lower down at once, in order to see and
hear better.

7. Her. Keep still. I will cure that defect for you, and
make your sight very keen in a trice, by taking a charm
from Homer for that purpose also ; and when I repeat the

lines, remember to be no longer dim-sighted, but to see

everything plainly.

Cha. Pray repeat them.
Her. " Moreover I have taken from thine eyes the mist

that erst was on them, that thou mayest discern both
god and man." AVell ? do you see now ?

Cha. Yes, marvellously : the great Lynceus was blind,

compared with me. Now you in the next place must
continue to instruct me and answer my questions. But
would you like me to c^uestion you in Homer's words,
tliat you may learn that I too am not unacquainted with
Homer's poems ?

Her. But how can you, who are always on board ship

and at the oar, know any of his verses ?

Cha. Do you see ? That is uncomplimentary to my
trade. When I was taking him across the ferry after his

death, I heard him reciting many pieces, and I
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remember some of them still, in spite of tlie fact that a

pretty bad storm overtook us at the time. For when lie

began to recite to the people on board a piece that was
not at all auspicious

—

Poseidon drove the clouds

together and stirred up the deep, thrusting in his trident

like a ladle, and roused all the whirhvinds, and much
besides, stirring up the sea by his verses, a storm and a

darkness suddenty set in and nearly upset the ship for us.

Just at that time he became sea-sick, and disgorged most
of his pieces— Scylla and Charj^bdis and Cyclops and all.

So it was not difficult to preserve at least a fev lines out

of such a mess. 8. Tell me :

'

' Who is this ver}- sturdy man, goodly and great, pre-

eminent among mankind by the measure of his head and
broad shoulders ?"

Her. That is Milo the athlete from Croton. The
Greeks are applauding him because he has lifted the bull

and is carrying it through the middle of the race-course.

Cha. How much better ground they would have for

praising 7ne^ Hermes ! I shall soon seize Milo himself, look

you, and j^it him into my little boat, when he has come
to us after his overthrow by Death, the most invincible of

his opponents in wrestling, and cannot even understand
how Death trips him up. And then he will of course

pour out his lamentations to us, remembering these gar-

lands and the applause. At present he is proud because
he is the object of admiration for carrying the bull. AVell,

what are we to think ? That he expects he will some day
be a dead man ?

Her. How could he think of death now in such a

glorious hour?
Cha. Let him alone : he will soon give us cause

for laughter, when he is on the voyage and can no longer

lift even a gnat, much less a bull. 9. But tell me,

" Who then is this other stately man ?"

He is not a Greek, at least as appears from his dress.

Her. It is Cyrus the son of Cambyses, Charon, who
made the empire which the Medes of old possessed to be
now the empire of the Persians, and lately he conquered
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the Assyrians as well, and lirouglit Babylon to terms ; and
now lie seems desirous of invading- Lydia, so tliat lie may
overthrow Croesus and rule over all.

Cha. And where in the world isthe Croesus you speak of?

Her. Look there at the great citadel with the triple

wall ; that is Sardis ; and Croesus himself you now see

sitting- on a golden couch, talking- to Solon the Athenian.

Would you like us to listen to vhat they are saying- r*

Cha. Certainly.

10. Croe. My Athenian guest, you have seen my wealth
and my treasures, and how much uncoined gold I have,

and the rest of my splendour : now tell me whom you
consider to be the happiest man on earth.

Cha. Well, what will Solon say ?

Her. Don't be afraid : he will say nothing dishonour-

able, Charon.
Sol. Croesus, happy men are few ; but I think that

Cleobis and Biton were the happiest I know—the sons of

the priestess at Argos, who not long ago died at the same
time, after taking the yoke upon their shoulders and
dragging their mother in the cart all the way to the

temple.

Croe. Well, let them occup}" the first place in respect

of happmess. But who may the second be ?

Sol. Tellus the Athenian, who lived a good life and
died in his country's cause.

Croe. But don't you think that / am happy, j^ou

rascal?

Sol. I don't know yet, Croesus, until you reach the close

of life ; for death is an unerring test in such cases

—

death, and continuance in happiness right uj) to the end.

Cha. Excellently said, Solon : you have not forgotten

us, but hold that the ferry itself is the means of deciding

in such cases. 11. But who are those that Croesus is

sending out, and what are they carrying on their

shoulders ?

Her. He is making an offering of ingots of gold to the

Pythian god, in payment for the oracles Avhich presently

will prove liis ruin ; the man is extraordinarily fond of

soothsayers.
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CuA. AVhiit ! Is that gold, the bright substance that
glitters, yellowish Avith a tinge of red ? This is the first

time that I have seen it, though I have been continually

hearing about it.

Her. That, Charon, is the name about which poets sing

and Avarriors hght.

Cha. Yet I do not see what benefit attaches to it, except
perhaps one onty—thosewho carry it are weighed downby it.

Her. Yes, you do not know how many wars are due to

it, and plots, robberies, perjuries, murders, imprisonments,
long voj^ages, commerce, slavery.

Cha. Due to this, Hermes, wdiich is not very different

from bronze ? I am acquainted with bronze, because I

collect an obol, as j^ou know, from each of my passengers.

Her. Yes, but bronze is abundant, and so it is not much
valued by them ; whereas this metal is dug up by miners
in small quantities from a great depth. However, it comes
out of the earth like lead and the other metals.

Cha. Strange is the folly of mankind that you describe,

who are so enamoured of a pale heavy substance.

Her. But Solon yonder at all events does not seem to be
enamoured of it, Charon ; as you see, he is laughing at

Croesus and at the barbarian's arrogance, and he wishes,

I think, to ask him a question ; so let us listen.

12. Sol. Tell me, Croesus, do you think that the Pythian
god has any need of these ingots ?

Croe. Assuredly ; for he has no offering at Delphi of the

kind.

Sol. Then do you think you render the god happy, if he
gets ingots of gold among other gifts ?

Croe. Certainly.

Sol. You tell me of great poverty in heaven, Croesus,

if they will require to send for gold from Lydia, should

they desire it.

Croe. AVhy, where could gold be found in such quan-

tities as at our court ?

Sol. But tell me, is iron found in Lydia ?

Croe. Not at all.

Sol. Then you Lydians lack what is better.

Croe. How is iron better than gold ?
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Sol. You understand, if you answer my questions

without being offended.

Croe. Put your questions, Solon.

Sol. AVhich are better—those who preserve people, or

those who are preserved by them ?

Croe. Those who preserve people, of course.

Sol. AVell, if Cyrus invades Lydia, according to the

rumour, will you have golden swords made for the army,
or will iron be necessary then ?

Croe. Iron evidently.

Sol. And if you did not provide it, your gold would be
gone in captivity to Persia.

Croe. Hush, sirrah!

Sol. May that never happen ! At all events you evidently

admit that iron is better than gold.

Croe. Do you bid me then offer iron ingots to the god
also, and recall the gold ?

Sol. He not require iron either ; but whether you
offer bronze or offer gold, you will have dedicated a prize

and a windfall for the Phocians or the Boeotians or the

Delphians themselves or for some despot or brigand, while

the god cares little for your goldsmiths.

Croe. You are always at war with my wealth, and jealous

of it.

13. Her. The Lydian cannot tolerate the frankness and
truthfulness of Solon's words, Charon ; he thinks the

situation strange—a poor man not bowing down to him, but
saying freely what comes into his head. However, he
remember Solon presently, when he has been taken prisoner

and is doomed to be led up to the pyre by Cyrus ; for I

heard Clotho recently reading out the destinies of each,

among which it was written that Croesus should be
taken jn-isoner by Cyrus, and that Cyrus himself should be
killed by yonder Massagetian woman. Do you see the

Scythian who is riding that white horse ?

Cha. Yes.

Her. That is Tomyris; she will cut off Cyrus' head and
put it into a bag full of blood. Do you see his son, the

young man ? That is Cambyses. He will be king after

his father, and after innumerable disasters in Libya and
Ethiopia will finally go mad and kill Apis and then die.
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. How very funny! But at present who could look

them in the face, when they despise every one else so mucli ?

could believe that in a short time one of them will be
a prisoner and the other will have his head in a bag of

blood ? 14. But who is that, Hermes,—the man with the
purple mantle fastened by a brooch, and the diadem, to

whom the cook who has cut up the fish is giving up the ring,

"In a sea-girt isle, and he avows that he is a king?"

Heh. You are an adept at parody now, Charon. Well,
5^ou are looking at Polycrates, the despot of Samos, who
thinks that he is completely happy ; but he and no otlier

will be betraj'ed to the satrap Oroetes by his servant

Maeandrius, who is standing beside him, and will be im-
paled, falling miserably from his happy state in a moment;
for I heard that too from Clotho.

Cha. Bravo, noble Clotho ! Burn them, my dear friend,

and cut off their heads and impale them, that they may
know that they are but men ; but meanwhile let them
exalt themselves, in order to have a more grievous fall from
a greater height. I shall laugh when I recognise each
of them naked in my little boat, bringing with them neither

purple robe nor diadem nor golden couch.

15. Her. Such shall be their fate ; but do you see the

mass of j)eople, Charon—the sailors among them, the

soldiers^ the litigants, the farmers, the money-lenders, tlie

beggars ?

Cha. I see the throng, a varied one ; their life full of

confusion, and their cities like hives, in which everyone has
a sting of his own and stings his neighbour, while a few,

like wasps, plunder and harry the weaker. But this

crowd flitting round them unseen—who are the^^ ?

Her. Hopes, Charon, and fears, ignorance, pleasures,

love of money, anger, hatred, and the like. Of these,

ignorance is a part of their nature and a member of their

community below, and so is hatred and anger and jealousy

and stupidity and j)erplexity and love of money. But as for

fear and hopes, which flit above them—fear falls upon them
and paralyses them and sometimes makes them cower;,

while hopes hover above their heads, and at the very
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moment when a man thinks that lie will grasp tliem they
fly up and are gone, leaving• men gaping, just as you see

Tantalus doing in the nether world because of the water.

16. If you look intently, you will see the Fates also up
above turning the spindle for each man, from which it

happens that all are suspended by fine threads. Do you see

what look like spiders' webs coming down upon each man
from the spindles ?

Cha. I see a very fine thread for each, most of them
entangled, this one with that, and that with another.

Her. Naturally, master ferryman ; for it is fated for

that man to be murdered by this man, and him by another,

and that this man should inherit the property of

that man, whose thread is shorter, and that he again
should inherit this man's ; that is the sort of thing that

the entanglement indicates. You see, however, that they
are all hanging from a fine thread ; this man has been
drawn up and is highly exalted, and in a short time he
will fall down owing to the breaking of the thread, when
it ceases to hold out against his weight, and the noise he
will make will be great ; whereas this man, being only
slightly elevated from the earth, will lie without noise,

though he falls, even his neighbours hardty catching the

sound of his fall.

Cha. This is c[uite amusing, Hermes.
17. Her. Still you could not fitly express how absurd it

is, Charon, particularly their excessive eagerness, and
their disappearance in the middle of their hopes when
they are snatched up by their good friend Death. He has
messengers and servants full many, as you see—shiverings,

fevers, consumption, inflammation of the lungs, swords,

robberies, hemlock-juice, jurymen, despots; not one of

these crosses their minds as long as they are prosperous
;

but whenever they fall, great is the Aveeping and wailing.

Now if they had reflected from the first that they are mortals
themselves, and that after sojourning in life for this brief

space they will depart, leaving ever3'thing on earth as after

a dream, they would live more soberly and be less vexed at

having died ; but as it is, they hope to enjoy their pos-

sessions for ever, and whene\^er the servant appears and
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summons tliem and arrests them, fettering them with fever

or consumption, they are indignant at the arrest, never
having expected to be torn away from their possessions.

What would that man not do—he who is busily having
his house built and urging on the workmen—if he were
told that he will see it finished, but will depart himself

when he has just put the roof on, leaving the enjoyment
of it to his heir, without so much as dining in it himself,

poor wretch ? That man who is glad because his wife has
borne him a son, and consequently is entertaining his

friends and giving the child his own father's name—if he
knew that the child will die at the age of seven, do you
think that he would be rejoicing at his birth? But the

reason is that he sees that man who is happy in his son,

the father of the athlete who has been victorious in the

Olym^iic games, but does not see his neighbour who is

carrjdng out his child to burial, and does not know
from what kind of thread his child was hanging. You
see what kind of people they are who quarrel about
boundaries, and those who amass wealth and then, before

they can enjoy it, are summoned by the messengers and
servants whom I mentioned.

18. Cha. I see all that, and I am thinking in my own
mind vhat is the pleasure that they find during life, or

what it is at the loss of which they are grieved. Certainly

if one looks at their kings, who are supposed to be supreme-
ly happy, he will find that (apart from the instability

and uncertainty of fortune of Avhich j^ou speak) the

pleasures attaching to them are outnumbered by the pains

—

fears, tumults, hatreds, plots, angry passions, flatteries;

for they are all surrounded by these. I say nothing of

sorrows and diseases and sufferings, which of course rule

them on equal terms. But since their position is a sorry

one, it is time to consider what the position of ordinary

mortals is likely to be.

19. Well, Hermes, I wish to tell you what mankind and
their whole life seemed to me to resemble. You have some-

times seen bubbles rising in water under a spring as it

dashes down ? I mean the bubbles from which foam is

formed. Now some of them are little, and immediately
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burst and disappear ; Avhile some last longer, and, being
joined by the others, become greatly swollen and mount
up to a ver}' large size, but after all they too burst com-
pletely sooner or later ; for it cannot be otherwise. Such
is the life of man : all are inflated by breath, some to a
greater, others to a smaller size ; some experience the

inflation for a short time and meet with a speedy doom,
others come to an end at the moment of their formation

;

all, however, must burst.

Her. Your simile, Charon, is not inferior to that of

Homer, who compares mankind to leaves.

20. Cha. And though such is their position, Hermes, you
see vhat they do, and how they vie and compete with one
another for office, honour, and wealth, all of which they
must leave behind and come to us with only a single obol.

Would you have me then, as we are on a height, cry very
loud and exhort them to hold aloof from their fruitless toils

and to Kve with death constantly before their eyes, saying,

'Tools, why have you busied yourselves about those

things ? Cease your labours, for jou will not live for ever

:

none of the grand things here is everlasting, and a man
cannot carry any of them away with him when he dies ; he
himself must depart emptj'-hauded, and his house and land
and gold must belong to others from time to time, and
change their owners." AVere I to shout these and similar

exhortations to them from a point Avithin earshot, do you
not think that their life would be greatly benefited, and
that they would become far more sober-minded ?

21. Her. My dear sir, you do not know into what a

state ignorance and deception have brought them, so that

their ears could not be opened now even with a gimlet

;

they have stuffed them with so nnich bees'-wax, just as

Odysseus did to his comrades through fear of their listening

to the Sirens. How then could they hear, though you
burst yourself with shouting ? Ignorance produces the

same effect here that Lethe does in your world. Still there

are a few of them w^ho have not admitted the bees'-Avax into

their ears, having a leaning towards truth, gazing keenly
at things and fuUy acquainted with their nature.

CiiA. Then are we to shout to them, if not to the others ?
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Her. Even that would be v^aste of time—telling them
what they know. You see how they have separated from
the mass, and despise circumstances and are completely
dissatisfied with them, and are evidently already meditating
flight from hfe to your world ; for they are actually hated
because they expose the ignorance of the mass.

Cha. AVell done, noble souls ! Only there are very few of

them, Hermes.
Her. Even these are sufficient. Come, let us go down

now.
22, Cha. There is still one thing that I was anxious to

know, Hermes ; when you have shewn me it, you will have
completed your task as guide. I wished to see the

receptacles of corpses, where they bury them.
Her. They call those, Charon, barrows and mounds and

tombs. However, do you see those mounds in front of the

cities, and the slabs and pyramids ? Those are all re-

ceptacles of the dead, and places where corpses are kept.

Cha. Then why are those people putting wreaths on the

stones and smearing them with balsam ? And why have
some heaped up a ]3yre in front of the mounds and dug a

sort of trench, and why are they burning those expensive

dinners and pouring (so far at least as one can judge) wine
and honey mixed with milk into the ditches ?

Her. I do not know, master ferryman, what benefit this

is to the dwellers in Hades ; at any rate they have come to

believe that the souls are sent up from below and dine as

well as they can, flitting round the steam and smoke, and
drink the honey and milk from the trench.

Cha. Do they believe that they still eat or drink, whose
skulls are quite dry ? But it is ridiculous for me to say

this to you who bring them down every day. Therefore

you know whether they would be able to come up any
more after they have once been in the lower world. The
fact is, Hermes, I should be in an utterly ridiculous position,

—my duties not being few as it is,—if I had not only to

bring them down, but also to bring them away again to

have their draught. Fools ! what stupidity ! not knowing
what boundaries separate the positions of the dead and
of the living, and what our world is like, and that

—
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"Death conieth alike to the inaii without a tomb and to

him vho has oT)taiue(l a tomb ;
in one honour are Irus and

lord Agamenmon ; tlie son of fair-haired Thetis is equal
with Thersites. All are alike fleeting phantoms of the

dead, naked and bloodless throughout the asphodel
meadow."

23. Her. Heavens! What a flood of Homer you are

deluging me with! AVell, since you have reminded me,
I wish to shew you the tomb of Achilles. Do you see the

tomb by the sea ? That is Sigeum in the Troad ; and Ajax
is buried opposite at Ehoeteum.

Cha. The tombs are not large, Hermes. But shew me
now the famous cities which we hear of below—Nineveh,
the city of Sardanapallus, and Babylon, Mycenae, Cleonae,

and Troy itself. I Avell remember ferrying a large number
from there, so that I did not haul up or dry my little boat
for ten whole years.

Her. Nineveh, master ferryman, is now extinct ; there

is not even a trace of it left, and you could not tell where
it once stood. Babylon, observe, is that city with fair

towers and the great circuit of valls ; before long it too

will be sought for like Nineveh. Mycenae and Cleonae,

and especially Troy, I am ashamed to point out to you.

For I am sure that you will throttle Homer when you
go down, because of the magniloquence of his verses.

However, they were prosperous in olden days, but now
they too are dead ; for cities, master ferryman, die like

men, and—what is most incredible—whole rivers die : the

Inachus, at least, has not so much as a ditch left in Argos.
CriA. Alas for your praises. Homer, and your epithets

!

" Strong Troy," and " Troy with wide streets," and "well
built Cleonae"! 24. But, by the• bye, who are those

people who are at war, and why are they killing one
another '?

Her. You see Argives, Charon, and Spartans, and the

half-dead general yonder, Othryadas, who is writing on
the trophy vith his own blood.

Cha. And why are they at war, Hermes?
Her. For the very plain on wdiich they are fighting.

Cha. AVhat folly ! They do not know that, even if they
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acquire the whole Peloponnesus, they would scarcely get a

foot of space each from Aeacus; and diiferent men in

succession will till this plain, often tearing uj) the trophy
from its foundations Avith the plough.

Her. That is what will happen ; but as for us, let us go
down now and put the mountains in their proper places

again, and go our ways—I to the business on which I was
despatched, and j^ou to your ferry ; and I will be with you
presently, conducting the dead.

Cha. You have been very kind, Hermes; your name
shall stand inscribed for ever as a benefactor, I have got

some good from my journey, thanks to you. What a life

is that of men, poor wretches! But no one thinks of

Charon.
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A TRANSLATION.

TiMOX. Plutus. Philiades.

Zeus. Poverty. Demeas.

Hermes. Gnathonides. TlIllASYCLES,

1. Tim. Zeus, god of friendship, of hospitality, of

comradeship, of the hearth, of lightning, of oaths, cloud-

gatherer, thunderer, and whatever other title stupid poets

give thee, especially when they are in a fix with their

jnetres—for it is then that thou becomest manifold in thy

epithets, propping up the breakdown of the metre and
filling up the gap in the rhythm—where is thy crashing

lightning now, thy rumbling thunder, thy blazing,

gleaming, terrible thunderbolt ? These have all turned

out to be simply poetical nonsense and smoke apart from

the clatter of the words. Thy far-darting weapon, ready

to thy hand, of which poets sing, has somehow been com-

pletely extinguished ; it is cold ; it does not keep even a

tiny !$park of anger against evil-doers. 2. At any rate a

man who sets to work to commit perjury would sooner

feel afraid of a half-extinguished rush-light than of the

flame of the all-subduing thunderbolt ; they think that you
are threatening them with a burnt-out torch, so that they

are not afraid of fire or smoke from it, and imagine that

the only harm they get from its wound is that they will be

dirtied by the soot. Consequently Salmoneus before now
ventured to rival you in thundering—not at all incrodi])le,

a reckless and boastful man dealing with so sluggish a

LUC. c. T, 1
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temper as that of Zeus. How could it be otherwise,

seeing that thou sleepcst as tliough under the influence of

mandragora, thou wlio hoarest not the perjurers and
regardest not the evil-doers, but art blear-eyed and dim-
sighted with regard to their doings, and hast thy ears

deafened like men who are groA\dng old ?

3. For when thou wast still young and fiery and at the

prime of thy temperament, thou didst much against unjust

and violent men and never in those days observedst

a truce with them ; the thunderbolt was always fully

employed, tlie aegis was being shaken at them, the thunder
was rumbling, the lightning was being constantly hurled
like a javelin as for a skirmish; the earthquakes made the

earth like a sieve, the snow was in heaps, the hail like

rocks '(to talk to you in a vulgar way) ; and there were
furious and violent rain-storms, each drop a river ; so that

in the time of Deucalion such a shipwreck occurred in a
moment that everything was sunk under water and one
little box was with difficulty saved, having come aground
on Lycoreus, preserving a spark of the seed of man in

order to breed greater wickedness.

4. Accordingly thou art receiving from them the reward
appropriate to thy indolence; no one offers thee sacrifice

or garlands any longer, unless perhaps a man does so as an
accompaniment of the Olympic games ; and even he does not

think that what he is doing is at all necessary ; he is merely
contributing to the maintenance of some old custom. They
are almost making a second Cronus of thee, most noble of

deities, by ousting thee from thy prerogative. I refrain

from saying how often they have plundered thy temple
already ; some of them have actually laid hands on thyself

at Olympia, and thou that thunderest on high didst hesitate

to rouse the dogs or to call in the neighbours, that they

might run at thy call and seize the robbers while they were
still packing up for flight. Thou, the noble Giant-killer

and Titan-queller, didst sit still while they were clipping

thy locks all round, although thou hadst a ten-cubit thun-
derbolt in thy right hand. Well, my excellent sir, when is

the careless neglect of these deeds to cease? When wilt

thou punish such great wickedness? How manj Phaethons
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or Deucalions will suffice for such, boundless insolence on
the part of men '?

5. To say no more of what is universal and to come to

my own case : though I have raised so many Athenians
to positions of importance, and have made them rich instead

of being very poor, and have assisted all who were in want,

or rather poured out my wealth in a heap for the benefit

of my friends, yet now that I have become poor through
this they no longer even know me or look at me—men who
up to that time bowed down to me and made obeisance

and hung upon my nod. If I meet one of them as I am
walking along the street, they pass me by as they Avould

some prostrate tombstone of a man dead long ago which
has been overturned by time, without even reading it ; and
some, seeing me from a distance, turn away along another

street, supposing that they would see a disagreeable and ill-

omened spectacle in the man who not long ago was their

preserver and benefactor. 6. So my misfortunes ha'^
driven me to betake myself to this out-of • the-way place,

and I have put on a leather jacket and am working on the

land as a hired labourer for four obols a day, studying

philosophy with solitude and my mattock. Here I think I

shall have at least this advantage, that I shall no longer

see many prospering undeservedly ; that is more vexatious

than anything else. Therefore, son of Cronus and of

Ehea, at length shake off this deep and delightful slumber

—

thou hast slept longer than Epimenides,—rekindle thy
thunderbolt, or get a light from Etna and make the flame

big, and display some of the wrath of the manly and
vigorous Zeus, if there is no truth in the stories which
the Cretans tell about thee and thy burial in their

island.

7. Zeus. AVho is that, Hermes, who is bawling from
Attica beside Hymettus at the foot of the mountain, all

dirty and unwashed and clad in leather ? He is stoo2)ing

and digging, I think ; a talkative man and a bold. Doubt-
less he is a philosopher ; else he Avould not be making
such an impious harangue against us.

Her. What do you mean, father? Don't you know
Timon the son of Echecratides of Collytus ? He is the man
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wlio has often entertained ns to full-grown victims, who
lately became rich, offered whole hecatombs, at whose
house we used to celebrate the Diasia splendidly.

Zeus. Oh what a cliange ! That line Jiian, that wealthy
man, who Yas surrounded by such troops of friends

!

AVhat has brought him to this pass, poor wretch? Dirty,

a digger, a hired labourer, to all appearance, driving in

his mattock so heavily

!

8. Heii. One might say he has been ruined by good nature
and kindness and his pity for all who were in need, but in

reality by folly and simplicity and want of discrimination

in respect to his friends. He was not aware that he was
bestowing favours on crows and wolves, but while he was
having his liver torn by so many vultures, poor wretch ! he
thought that they were friends and comrades \vho took
pleasure in their banquet out of good-will to him. But
when they had stripped his bones quite bare and gnawed
them all round and sucked out any marrow that was in

them with the greatest care, they went off and left him dry
with his roots cut away beneath him, not even knowing
him any longer or looking at him (why should they?) or

helping him or giving him anything in their turn. That
is why he is a digger and wears a leather jacket, as jou
see ; he lias left the town for very shame and is working
on the land for hire, full of madness at his misfortunes,

because the men whom he made rich pass him by with
supreme contempt, without so much as knowing whether
his name was Timon.

9. Zeus. Yet the man should not be overlooked or

disregarded ; for he was naturally indignant at his hard case

;

otherwise we shall be acting just like those abominable
flatterers if we forget a man who has burned so many fat

thighs of bulls and goats upon our altars ; believe me, I

still have their odour in my nostrils. However, from want
of leisure and the great clamour of perjurers and violent

men and plunderers, and also from the alarm caused by
temple-robbers (they are numerous and difficult to guard
against, and do not allow us to close our eyes even for a

moment) I have not even glanced at Attica for a long time,

especially since philosophy and discussions became popular
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there ; for while the}^ are iigliting and shouting it is

impossible ^ven to hear the prayers ; so that I must either

sit witli my ears stuffed up or be tormented by them as

they descant in a loud voice upon virtue and atoms and
rubbisli. That, observe, is how it came about that he was
neglected by us though he is no common man.

10. However, Hermes, take Plutus with you and go to

him at once ; and let Plutus take Thesaurus with him, and
let them both stay with Timon and not leave him so readily,

no matter how much he may try to drive them from his

house a second time out of good nature. As for those

flatterers and tlie ingratitude they have shewn him, I Avill

consider afterwards, and they shall be punished when I

have repaired my thunderlbolt ; for tlie tv»O biggest of its

rays are shattered and blunted, because I hurled it rather

impetuously a few days ago at the sophist Anaxagoras, who
was trying to persuade his disciples that we gods do not

exist at all. But I missed him (for Pericles held his hand
over him), and the thunderbolt fell upon the temjile of the

Dioscuri and burned it down and was itself almost

shattered upon the rock. Meanwhile, however, it will be
punishment enough for them if they see Timon rolling in

wealth.

11. Heu. This shews the value of loud shouting and
being importunate and bold. It is useful not to advocates

only but also to worshippers. Look there 1 Timon will

pass from great poverty to great riches in a moment
because he has shouted and spoken freely in his prayer
and attracted the notice of Zeus. If he had been stooping

and digging in silence, he would still be digging un-

regarded.

Plut. Well, I won't go to him, Zeus.

Zeus. Why, my good Plutus, and that too when I have
given orders ?

12. Plut. Because he treated me shamefully, upon my
word, and carried me out and cut me into many pieces,

although I was a friend of his family, and all but drove me
from his house with pitchforks, like people flinging fire out

of their hands. Am I to go back again, then, to be delivered

over to parasites and flatterers and mistresses ? Send me
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to those who will appreciato the gift, Zeus, who will treat

me with respect, by whom I shall be honoured and greatly

beloved ; and let these gulls dwell Avith Poverty, whom
they prefer to us ; let them get from her a leather jacket

and a mattock, and be content to earn four obols a day,

poor wretches ! who have tlioughtlessly thrown away ten-

talent presents.

13. Zeus. Timon will never treat you in that way again.

If the small of his back is not entirely devoid of feeling,

his mattock has assuredly taught him that he ought to

have preferred j^ou to Poverty. You, however, are very
querulous, I think. At present you are blaming Timon
because he flung his doors open to you and allowed you to

go about freely instead of shutting you up or being jealous.

At other times, on the contrary, you used to be indignant
with the wealthy, declaring that they kept you shut up
under bars and keys and imj^ressions of seals so that you
could not even get a peep at the light. Certainly that was
your complaint to me

;
you said that you were stifled in

the utter darkness ; and consequently you appeared to us
sallow and full of care, with your fingers drawn together

because you had been accustomed to use them in reckoning
accounts, and threatening that you would run away from
them if you seized a chance. In short you thought it a

very terrible plight to live a virgin life, like Danae, in

your chamber of bronze or iron, and to be brought up
under precise and wicked governors, Interest and Account.

14. At all events you maintained that their behaviour
was absurd ; they had an extravagant love for you, but
though they might have enjoyed you they could not bring

themselves to do it, and did not calmly use the object of

their love when they had it in their power ; on the contrary,

you said that they kept sleepless watch, gazing without
winking at the seal and the bolt, and thinking that there

was enjoyment enough not in themselves having the means
of enjoyment but in declining to give anyone a share in

the enjoyment, like the dog in the manger that did not eat

barley itself and would not allow the horse to eat when it

was hungry. Besides, you used to laugh at them because,

with all their niggardliness and watchfulness and (what is
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most curious of all) their jealousy of themselves, they did

not know that a rascally servant or a villainous steward
would slink in secretly and treat you shamefully, leaving
his vretched loveless master to brood over his interest by
the lig'ht of a glimmering narrow-necked little lamp and a

little wick in vant of oil. Surely it cannot be right, if

you complained of that formerly, to blame Timon now for

doing the opposite.

15. Plut. AVell, if you would only examine into the

real state of the case, you will come to the conclusion that

I act reasonably in both instances; for this utter carelessness

of Timon' s would naturally seem a mark of negligence and
not of goodwill as far as I am concerned ; and on the other

hand those who kept me under guard, shut in by doors and
in the dark, in their anxiety to see me grow bigger and
fat and of enormous size, neither handling me themselves
nor bringing me forth into the light of day, in order that

no one might get even a sight of me,—these I considered

foolish and insolent for letting me rot in such close confine-

ment though I was perfectly innocent, and not recognising

that they would soon go hence and leave me to some other

prosperous man.
16. Accordingly I do not commend either those whom I

have just mentioned or these who treat me in a very off-

hand way, but those who will take a middle course (which
is the best) and neither abstain altogether nor be utterly

lavish. Just consider, Zeus, in heaven's name : if a man
took as his lawful wife a beautiful young woman and
nevertheless did not watch over her or feel any jealousy

whatsoever, allowing her to go where she liked by day or by
night, would it be thought that a man w^ho behaved in that

way was in love with her? You at all events, Zeus, Avould

say that he was not, for you have often been in love.

17. On the other hand, if a man took a free-born woman
into his house as his wife under due form of law, and did

not live with her himself wlien she was in the bloom of

youth or allow anyone else to look at her, and that too

although he said he loved her and evidently did so, to

judge by his complexion and his wasted figure and his

hollow eyes, is it possible that such a man would not be
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thoug'ht to be out of his senses, letting so comely and
lovable a young• svoman Avaste away and keeping lier like

a priestess of Demeter all her life? Such, are my own
angry feelings I am kicked and gulped down and
squandered by some, and fettered by others like a branded
runaay slave.

18. Zeus. Then why are you indignant with them ?

Both are adequately punished : some, like Tantalus, cannot
eat or drink, their mouths are dry, they admire nothing
but gold ; others, like Phineus, have tlieir food taken from
their throats by the Harpies. Come, be off now

;
you w^ill

hud Timon far more sensible.

Plut. AVhat! will he ever cease busily emptying me
out, as from a basket with a hole in it, before I have
finished streaming into it, in his anxiety to forestall the

influx, lest I should descend upon him in full volume and
swamp him? It seems to me that I shall be carrying

water to the jar of the Danaids and pouring it in without
effect, as the vessel is not w^atertight, but what flows in

will almost be poured out before it has flowed in ; the

outlet of the jar is so much wider and there is nothing to

obstruct the way out.

19. Zeus. Vell, if he does not stop u-p this outlet, which
is open for one occasion only, you will soon be poured out

and he will easily find his leather jacket and his mattock
again in the dregs of the jar. Gome, be off now, both of

you, and make him rich ; and you, Hermes, remember on
your way back to bring to us the Cyclopes from Etna, to

sharpen and repair the thunderbolt. We shall need it

presently with a point on it.

20. Her. Let us go, Plutus. What is this ? Are you
limping ? I was not aware that you were lame as well as

blind, my noble friend.

Pltjt. It is not always so, Hermes ; but whenever I go
to anyone to whom Zeus has sent me, I am somehow slow

and lame in both legs, so that I scarcely reach the end of

my journey and sometimes the man who is waiting for me
has grown old before I get there. On the other hand,

whenever it is time for me to depart, you will see me pos-

sessed of wings and far more fieet than a dream : in fact
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iio sooner lias tlie startiug--ro2X) fallen than I am proclaimed, having jumped across tlie race-course the

spectators even seeing• me sometimes.
Her. That is not true. I myself, observe, could mention

to you many men who yesterday had not even an obol to

buy a rope to hang themselves, but to-day have suddenly
become rich and drive out in great splendour with a team
of white horses—men who never before owned so much as

an ass,—and nevertheless they go about dressed in purple
and wearing gold rings on their fingers ; even they them-
selves, it seems to me, cannot believe that their wealth is

not all a dream.
21. Plut. That is a different matter, Hermes; I am not

walking on my own feet then, and it is not Zeus that sends
me to them, but Pluto, for he too is a giver of wealth and
of great gifts : in fact he shews that by his name. AVell,

when it is time for me to migrate from one man to another,

they put me into a will and seal me up carefully and lift

me up in a hurry and carry me away. The dead man is

laid out in some dark corner of the house vith an old

piece of linen covering him above the knees, and the

weasels fight for him
; while those who have piimed their

hopes upon me wait for me in the market-place, with
their mouths open like the twittering young swallows
Avaiting for the mother-bird to fly back to them.

22. When the seal is removed and the string cut and
the will opened and my new master—some relative or

flatterer or lewd slave—is announced, no matter who he is,

he seizes me, will and all, and runs at full speed, changing
his former name of Pyrrhias or Dromon or Tibias to

Megacles or Megabyzus or Protarchus, and leaving the

others who have gaped in vain looking at one another and
suffering genuine grief as they think Avluit a big fish has
escaped them out of the innermost part of the net after

swallowing no small quantity of bait.

23. The successful man, having fallen upon me with
all his force like an ill-bred and thick-skinned fellow, still

shuddei-s at his fetters, and pricks u}) his ears if any
passer-by thoughtlessly cracks his whij), and reverences
the mill-house like the temple of Demeter. Those Avho
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meet liini cannot put up witli liim any longer ; lie insults

the free-born and flogs liis fellow-slaves, to see whether
he can act as his master did, until he falls into the clutches

of some mistress or takes a fancy for horse-breeding or

delivers himself over to flatterers who take their oath that

he is handsomer than Nireus and nobler than Cecrops or

Codrus and cleverer than Odysseus and richer than a
dozen Croesuses put together, and in a moment—miserable

wretch !—squanders the wealth that has been amassed by
slow degrees as the result of many an act of perjury,

robbery, and villainy.

24. Her. You describe the actual case pretty well, I

think. However, when you walk on your own feet, how
do you find the road when you are so blind ? Or how do
you distinguish the people to whom Zeus sends you because
he has decided that they deserve wealth ?

Plut. AYhat! do you think that I find out who they

are? Not at all, I assure you; else I should not have
left Aristeides and gone to Hipponicus and Callias and
many other Athenians who are not worth an obol.

Her. AVell, how do you act when you have been sent

down ?

Plut. I move about and wander up and down, until I

fall in with a man unawares ; and he, whoever is the first

to meet me, takes me away to his house and keeps me,

worshipping you, Hermes, because of his unexpected gain.

25. Her. Is Zeus deceived then in thinking that you
confer wealth in accordance with his decision on those

whom he considers worthy of wealth ?

Plut. Yes, quite rightly, my dear friend ; for lie knew
that I was blind when he sent me to seek a creature that

is so hard to find and that has disappeared from human
life long ago, a creature that even Lynceus could not easily

discover, for it is so obscure and small. Consequently, as

the good are few and the bad are very numerous, occupy-

ing the whole field in the various communities, I fall in

with the bad more easily as I go about, and am caught

in their net.

Her. Then how is that, when you leave them, you
easily escape although you do not know the road ?
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Plxtt. I become keen-sighted somehow on those occa-

sions and move on my own feet, though only for the period

of my flight.

26. Her. Pray answer one furtlier question. How is it

that, though you are bUnd (to speak frankly) and also

sallow and heavy on your legs, you have so many lovers,

so that all gaze at you and think themselves happy if they
obtain you, and cannot endure to live if they fail to do
so? In fact I know that some of them—and no incon-

siderable number—have been so madly in love vith you that

they have even hurled themselves headlong into the deep-

yawning sea and down from steep rocks, because they
thought they were slighted by you, who did not see them
at all. However, you yourself would acknowledge, I feel

sure, if you understand yourself at all, that they are

beside themselves when they are mad after such an object

of love.

27. Plut. What ! do you think that I am seen by them
as I am, lame or blind or with the other defects that I have ?

Hek. AVell, but how can it be otherwise, Plutus, unless

they are all blind themselves ?

Plut. They are not blind, my good sir, but ignorance

and deceit, which now reign everywhere, darken their

minds; and besides, before I meet them, I myself have
put on a very lovely mask interwoven with gold and set

with precious stones, and dressed mj^self in embroidered
robes, in order that I may not be altogether uncomely.
They think that they see the beauty of my own person,

fall in love with me, and perish if they do not obtain me.
If anyone had stripped me quite naked and shewn me to

them, they would evidently have condemned themselves

for being so dim-sighted and for loving unlovely and
uncomely objects.

28. Her. Why is it then that when they are actually in

possession of wealth and have put on the mask themselves

they are still deceived, and Avould sooner part with their

heads than with the mask, if anyone tries to take it from
them ? Surely it is not likely that they are still unaware
that the beauty is fictitious, when they see everything from
the inside.
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Plut. There are several facts, Hermes, Avliicli help me
in regard to that.

Her. AVhat are they ?

Pltjt. AVhen a man falls in with me at first and throws
open his door and admits me, there enter with me un-
observed conceit, ignorance, boastfulness, effeminacy,

insolence, deceit, and other evils without number. His
soul is occupied by all these, and he admires objects which
do not deserve admiration, seeks after objects which should
be avoided, and is amazed at me, the parent of all those
evils that have entered into him and surround me as with
a bodyguard, and would suffer an3'thing sooner than bring
himself to j)art with me.

29. Her. But how smooth and slippery you are, Plutus,

difficult to keep and able to escape, affording no sure hold!'

you slip through the fingers somehow like an eel or a
snake. Poverty, on the other hand, is sticky and easy to

hold, with countless hooks growing out of her whole body,
so that people having once approached her immediately
cling to her and cannot easily be freed. But while we
have been talking nonsense we have failed to observe an
important fact.

Plut. What is that ?

Her. We have not brought Thesaurus with us, and we
needed him especially.

30. Plut. Never mind as far as that is concerned.

I always leave him in the ground when I come up to you,

charging liim to shut the door and stay inside and not

open to anyone unless he hears me shouting.

Her. Well, let us land on Attica now. Follow me, and
keep hold of my cloak, until we come to the boundary-estate.

Plut. It is kind of you, Hermes, to lead me by the

hand ; for if you leave me I shall soon fall in with Hyper-
bolus or Cleon in my wanderings. But what is that noise,

like the sound of iron striking against stone ?

31. Her. That is Timon digging a hilly and rather stony

piece of ground close by. Oh ! Here is Poverty and yonder
is Toil, Patience, Wisdom, Courage, and the crowd of all

who are marshalled under the banner of Hunger ; they

are far superior to your bodyguard.
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Plut. Then why do we not retire as quickly as possible,

Hermes? AVe could not do anything worth mentioning
against a man surrounded by so great an army.

Her. Zeus willed otherwise ; so let us not flinch.

32. Pov. AV^here are you taking him, Argeiphontes,

that you are leading him by the hand ?

Her. AVe have been sent by Zeus to Timon here.

Pov. Is Plutus now sent to Timon, whereas I received

him when he was in an plight, thanks to Luxury, and
handed him over to Wisdom and Toil here, and made him
a noble and right worthy man? Do you think then that I,

Poverty, can be so easily slighted and wrongod that you
take from me the sole possession that I had, fully perfected

in virtue, in order that Plutus might receive him again,

put him into the hands of Insolence and Conceit as of old,

make him effeminate and low-minded and senseless, and
give him back to me when he has been brought to

beggary?
Her. Such was the of Zeus, Poverty.

33. Pov. I am goiug : follow me, Toil, AVisdom, and
the rest of you. He will soon know what he will lose in

me, a good fellow-worker and teacher of the best lessons,

in whose company he continued healthy in body and
vigorous in mind, living a man's life and looking to

himself alone, and considering these numerous objects,

as they really are, superfluous and not to the purpose.

Her. They are going. Let us approach him.

34. Tim. Who are you, wretches? What do you vant
that you have come here to bother a labouriug man
working for hire ? You shall not go away unpunished,
scoundrels that you all are. I will pelt you and crush you
in a moment the clods and the stones.

Her. Oh no I Timon ; do not pelt us ;
for you will not

be pelting men. I am Hermes, and this is Plutus. Zeus
has sent us because he heard your prayers. So, in lieaven's

name, have done with your labours and accept prosperity.

Tim. You shall howl presentl}'-, though you are gods, as

you say. I hate all alike, both men and gods ; and as for

this blind fellow, whoever lie may be, I mean to give him
a dru})bing vith my mattock.
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Plut. Let us go, Hermes, in the name of Zeus (the man,
I think, is quite mad), lest I come to some harm before I

get away.
35. ITei{. Don't do anything fooli.sli, Timon. Put away

tliis extreme fury and roughness, and stretch out your
hands and receive 3^our good fortune, be ricli again, be the

foremost man in Athens, and despise those ungrateful

creatures, keeping your prosperity to yourself.

Tim. I have no need of you ; don't trouble me ; my
mattock is wealth enough for me ; for the rest, I am
happiest if nobody comes near me.

Her. Dcf 3^ou talk in that unsociable strain, my friend ?

"Am I to bear to Zeus this harsh and cruel message?"
No doubt it were natural that you should hate men, as you
have received so much bad treatment from them, but not

that you should hate the gods when they take such care

of you.

36. Tim., Hermes, I am extremely grateful to you
and Zeus for your care, but 1 won't receive Plutus here.

Her. Why, pray?
Tim. Because in former days he caused me countless

troubles, handing me over to flatterers, bringing designing

men against me, stirring u]) hatred, ruining me by luxury,

making me an object of envy, and at last leaving me
suddenly in so faithless and treacherous a manner. But
Poverty, excellent Poverty, disciplined me by the most
strenuous toils ; living together with truth and frankness,

she afforded me the necessaries of life as I laboured ; she

trained me to despise those numerous objects, made my
expectations in life depend on myself alone, and shewed
me in what my wealth consisted, of which I could not be
deprived by the fawning of a flatterer or the intimidation

of a false accuser, the anger of the populace, the vote of

the Assembly-man, or the machinations of a despot. 37.

And so I cheerfully work upon this piece of land, in-

vigorated by my labours ; I see none of the evils in Athens,

and have from my mattock enough daily bread to satisfy

me. Go away again then, Hermes, and take Plutus back
to Zeus. It were enough for me, if 1 could give all men
upon the earth cause to howl.
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Her. Oil no, my dear sir ; they do not all deserve that.

Come ! have done with this boyish bad-temper, and receive

Plutus. The gifts of Zeus are not to be tlirown aside as

worthless.

Plut. Would you have me plead my ease before you,

Timon ? Or are you vexed if I speak?
Tim. Say on ; don't make a long speech, however, or one

with an introduction, like a rascally orator. I will put up
with a short speech from yon for the sake of Hermes here.

38. Plut. Perhaps I ought to make a long speech, as

you have brought so many charges against me. Consider,

however, whether I have done you any wrong, as you allege.

I was the cause of all your greatest pleasures—honour, the

chief seat, crowns, and your other luxuries; and it was
owing to me that you were admired of all observers, sung
of by poets, and much sought after. If you have experi-

enced cruel treatment from your flatterers, you cannot
blame me ; rather, I m3^self have been wronged by you,

because you abandoned me in such a dishonourable way to

scoundrels who praised and bewitched j^ou and plotted

against me in every way. Finally you alleged that I have
betrayed you. On the contrary, I myseK might accuse you
for driving me away by every means and thrusting me
headlong from your house. Consequently Poverty, whom you
value so highly, has put this leather jacket on you instead of

a soft cloak. Hermes here then is my witness how I

implored Zeus that I might not come to you any longer,

since your behaviour to me was so hostile.

39. Her. AVell, Plutus, you see what a change has
come over him already : so don't be afraid to spend j^our

time in his company. You, Timon, go on digging as you
are ; and you, Plutus, bring Thesaurus under his mattock :

he will listen to your call.

Tim. I must obey, Hermes, and become rich again ; for

what is to become of one when the gods use compulsion ?

Observe, however, into what trouble you are bringing me,
unfortunate man that I am. I have lived very happily

until now, and I shall suddenly obtain so much gold,

though I have done no wrong, and receive so many
anxious thoughts,
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40. Hee. Have patience, Timon, for my sake, even
if it is unpleasiint and unbearable, in order that those

flatterers may burst with jealousy. I am going* to fly up to

heaven past Etna.

Plut. He has gone, apparently; I judge by the flapping

of his wings. You, Timon, stay here. I w^ll go and send
Thesaurus up for you ; or rather keep striking. I call ^'ou,

Treasure of gold, listen to Timon here, and allow yourself

to be taken up. Dig, Timon, bringing your strokes down
deep. I will leave you both.

41. Tim. Come, my mattock, pray take courage and do
not tire, calling Treasure forth from the depths into the

light of day. Zeus god of portents, friendly Cory-

bants, Hermes god of gain, whence comes all this gold ?

Surely this is a dream ? In fact I am afraid that I shall

find nothing but coals when I wake up. Yet certainly it is

coined gold, reddish, heavy, and extremely pleasant in

appearance. "0 gold, gift most w^elcome to mortals!"
You are bright like flaming fire by day and night. Come,
dearest and most lovable ! Now I begin to believe that

even Zeus once became gold ; for what maiden would
not have welcomed so handsome a lover streaming down
through the roof ?

42. Midas, Croesus, and the offerings at Delphi,

after all you are nothing in comparison with Timon and
the wealth of Timon ; even the king of Persia is not his

equal. mattock and dearest leather-jacket, it is meet
that I dedicate you to Pan who stands here. I m^^self

will buy the whole boundary- estate at once and build a

little tower above the treasure, only big enough for me to

live in alone, and I mean to have it also for a tomb when I

die.

Be this decreed and enacted for the remainder of my
life : not to associate with anyone, not to know anyone, to

despise everj^one : let friend or guest or comrade or Pity's

altar be utter nonsense, to pity the weeping or to succour

the needy be breaking the law and overthrowing old

customs; let my life be solitary as that of wolves, let

Timon be my only friend; (43) let all others be enemies

and conspirators, and association with any of them poUu-
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tion ; if I merely see one of them, let the day be unlucky

;

in .short, let tliem not differ one whit from statues of stone

or })ronze in my estimation ; let me not receive a herald
from them or make peace with them; let solitude be my
frontier in their direction. Let "tribesmen" and "piira-

tors" and " demesmen " and "our country" itself be
lifeless and unmeaning names, and the objects with whicli

fools rival one another. Let Timon alone have wealth,

let him despise everyone, let him live alone by himself in

luxury, rid of flattery and vulgar praises ; let him sacrifice

alone to the gods and entertain them alone, let him be his

own neighbour, and let his borders touch no other man's;
let him be far from all others. Be it decreed tliat he greet

liimself once for all, when it is time to die, and put a gar-

land on himself. 44. Let " Misanthrope " be a very
pleasant name ; and let moroseness, harshness, awkward-
ness, anger, and hatred of mankind be the characteristics

of his temper. If I see anyone perishing in a fire and
imploring me to put it out, be it decreed that I put it quite

out witli tar and oil ; and that if the river carries anyone
away in winter, and he stretches out his hands and begs
me to take hold, I thrust him head foremost and dip him
under the water, in order that he may not be able to pop
up again. In that way they would get their fair share.

Timon the son of Echecratides of the deme of Collytus

introduced the law ; the aforesaid Timon put it to the vote

in the Assembly. Very well : let this be my decree and
let me abide resolutely by it.

45. However, I would give a great deal if the fact that I

am very rich could be made known in some way to all ; it

would make them go and hang .themselves. But what
is the meaning of this ? Oh what a hurry ! They are

running in crowds from all sides, covered with dust and
panting ; they get scent of the gold by some means or

other. Well, am I to climb this hill and drive them away
with the stones, hurling my missiles from a commanding
position, or shall I break my law to the extent of meeting
them once, in order that they may feel deeper vexation at

the contempt with which I treat them ? That, I think, is

the better plan. So let me stand my ground and receive

LUC. c. T. II
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tlieiii now. Come! let nie see, who is tliis, tlie first of

them ? Gnathonides the flatterer, the man wlio offered me
the rope to hang myself when I asked him for a contribu-

tion a iovr days ago, though he had often swilled

casks at my liouse. Tie has done well to come first ; lie

shall have cause to howl before the others.

46. GrNA. Used I not to say that tlie gods would not

neglect a good man like Timon ? Good day, Timon, liand-

somest and pleasantest of men and prince of jolly fellows!

Tim. Heavens! Good day to you, Gnathonides, most
ravenous of all vultures and most shameless of men !

GxA. You always like your joke. But where is the

banquet ? I have brought you a new song from the

dithyrambs that have been produced for the first time.

Tim. I assure you you shall sing a lament with great

feeling to the accompaniment of this mattock.
Gna. AVlmt does this mean ? Striking, Timon ? I

protest, Heracles ! Oh ! Oli ! I will summon you before

the Areopagus for Avounding.

Tim. I assure you I shall soon be summoned for murder
if you linger a little longer.

Gna. Oh no ! only heal my w^ound by applying a little

gold ; the remedy has a strange power of staunching the

flow of blood.

Tim. What ! are you still here ?

Gna. I am off ; but you shall smart for it, as you have
turned so mischievous instead of being kind.

47. Tim. But who is this that is coming, the man bald

on the forehead? Philiades, the most loathsome of all

flatterers. Ho got a whole estate from me, as well as a

dowry of two talents for his daughter, as a reward for his

compliments in praising me to the skies when I had sung
a song. He Avas the only man who did so ; all the rest

held their tongues. He declared on his oath that I was a

better singer than any swan. Yet when he saw me ill a

few days ago and I Avent up to him asking assistance, the

fine gentleman rained blows upon me.
48. Phil. Oh what impudence! Do you know Timon

now ? Is Gnathonides a friend and boon-companion now ?

So he has been justly punished for his ingratitude. But
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we, Timon's old acquaintances, we were lads with

him, who are members of liis clenie, nevertheless restrain

ourselves, that we may not be thought intnulers. Good
day, master; beware of those abominable flatterers, who
are friends at table only, and for the rest are no better

than crows. It is impossible to jmt faith in any of the

present generation any longer ; they are all ungrateful

scoundrels. I was bringing you a talent in order that you
might be able to apply it to the relief of your pressing

necessities, and when I vas on the way near here I heard
that you were rich to an extraordinary degree. So I have
come to give you this warning; and yet, as you are so

wise, you will perhaps not heed my exhortations, for you
could give even Nestor proper advice.

Tim. It shall be so, Philiades. Come here, however ; I

will shew you my affection by means of the mattock.

Phil. Friends, I have got my head broken by the

ungrateful Avretch because I warned him for his own good.

49. Tim. See, third comes the politician Demeas with a

decree in his right hand, declaring that he is a kinsman of

mine. He paid sixteen talents out of my purse in a single

day to the state (he had been condemned, and was in

prison because he could not pay the fine, and I took pity

on him and procured his release) ; but when a few days
ago it fell to his lot to distribute the festival-money to

the Erechtheid tribe and I went to him asking for my
share, he said that he did not know that I was a citizen.

50. Dem. Good day, Timon, the great benefactor of our
family, the pillar of Athens, the bulwark of Greece ! I can
assure you that the assembled people and both the Councils

have long been waiting for you. But first listen to the

decree which I have drawn up in your favour :
" Whereas

Timon the son of Echecratides of the deme of CoUytus, a

man not only of the highest character but also wiser than
any other in Greece, is constant at all times in the per-

formance of patriotic duties, and in one day at Olympia
has w^on the prizes for boxing, wrestling, and running, for

the team of horses and for the pair of colts
—

"

Tim. But I have never yet gone to Olympia even as a

spectator.
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Dem. AVhat of that ? You Avill go as a spectator after-

wards ; and it is better tliat siicli statements should })e

added in plenty. "And also fought for the State with
cons})ieuous gallantry at Acharnae last year and cut up
two battalions of Peloponnesians—

"

51. Tim. How so? I was not even entered on the

muster-roll, because I had no arms.

Dem. You underrate yourself, but we should be un-

grateful if we did not remember. "And, moreover, has
done the State no inconsiderable service by proposing
decrees and giving advice and acting as General : on all

these grounds be it resolved by the Council and the

Assembly and the Heliaea and the tribes and the denies

individually and collectively without exception to erect a

golden statue of Timon beside that of Athena on the

Acropolis, with a thunderbolt in his right hand and rays

on his head, and to crown him with seven golden crowns,

and that the crowns be proclaimed to-day at the festival

of Dionysus at the exhibition of new tragedies (the

festival must be celebrated to-day on his account). The
resolution was moved by the orator Demeas, his kins-

man and disciple; for Timon is the best orator and the

best at everything else that he chooses to undertake."

52. Well, there is the decree for you. I wished to bring

my son to you too : I have called him Timon after

your name.
Tim. How can that be, Demeas? You are not even

married, so far as I know.
Dem. But I will marry next year, if Heaven permits,

and become a father, and the child (it shall be a boy) I am
already calling Timon.

Tim. I don't know that you will still marry, fellow,

when you get a blow like that from me.
Dem. Oh dear ! What does this mean ? Are you aiming

at despotism, Timon, and beating free-born men, though
you are not a true-born freeman or citizen? You shall

soon be punished for setting the Acropolis on fire, as well

as for your other crimes.

53. Tim. But the Acropolis has not been set on fire, you
rascal ; so you are obviously a false accuser.
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Dem. AVell, but you are rich because you have dug a

liole throug-h tlio slirine of Athena.
Tim. No hole has been dug in it either ; so this story of

yours is incredible too.

Dem. a hole will be dug in it afterwards
;
you already

have all its contents in your possession.

Tim. Then take another blow.

Dem. Oh my back !

Tim. Don't howl ; I will give you a third blow. I

should be in an utterly ridiculous position if 1 cut up two
battalions of Spartans unarmed and yet did not crush a

single rascally mannikin ; for my Olympic victories in

boxing and Avrestling would be to no purpose.

54. But what is this? Is this not Thrasycles the

philosopher ? Certainly it is no other ; he comes with

his beard spread out and his eyebrows elevated and his

bead held high, glaring like a Titan, with the hair on his

forehead standing on end, a veritable Boreas or Triton

such as Zeuxis painted. Correct in his bearing, quiet in

his w^alk, and sober in the way he wears his cloak, he talks

in the morning about Virtue at interminable length and
finds fault itll those w^ho delight in pleasure and praises

contentment Avith a little ; but when he has taken a bath
and comes to dinner and the slave hands him the big cup
(he prefers wine with comparatively little Avater in it), it

is as though he had drunk the w^ater of Lethe : he exhibits

liimself in a light quite opposed to those morning dis-

(^lisitions, snatching away the dainties before anyone else

like a kite, elbowing his neighbour, his beard full of sauce,

stuffing himself like a dog, bending over as though he
expected to find Virtue in the dishes, carefully scraping

the cups with his forefinger, that he may not leave one
bit of the savoury

; (55) always complaining of his share,

even if he gets the w^hole cake or the pig to the exclusion

of everyone else, Avhatever in fact ministers to gluttony
and greed ; drunk and fond of wine, not only up to the

point of singing and dancing, but also of abusiveness and
bad temper. Besides, he makes many speeches over his

cups (that in fact is his great opportunity) about tem-
perance and moderation ; when he talks in this way he is
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already in a bad state owing• to the unmixed wine, and
lisps in an absurd nuiuner; then after this he turns sick

;

and linally people lift him up and carry him away from
the banquet while he has hold of the ilute-girl with botli

arms. However, even vhen he is sober he would not
yield the first place to anyone in point of lying• or im-
pudence or love of money ; he is the prince of flatterers,

he perjures himself itll the greatest readiness, cheating

is his guide iind shamelessness his companion : in short,

he is an altogether clever creature, perfect to a nicety in

every respect, and elaborately complete. Therefore he
shall howl presently, worthy man that he is ! What is

this ? AVhy, here w^e have Thrasycles at last

!

56. TiiiiAs. I have not come in the same spirit

as this crowd, Timon, like those whose admiration
for your Avealth has made them run in the hope of getting

silver and gold and expensive dinners, to display gross

flattery towards a man like you, a plain man ready to share

what you have. You know that barley-bread is dinner

enough for me, and the sauce I like best is thyme or cress

or (if ever I am luxurious) a pinch of salt ; spring water
is my drink ; and this coarse cloak is better than any
purple robe you like. Grold in my opinion is no more
valuable than the pebbles on the sea-shore. It is on
your account that I have come, in order that you may
not be corrupted by wealth, that most pernicious and
treacherous possession, which has often been the cause of

fatal calamities to many men. Should you take my advice,

you will preferably throw it all into the sea, for it is quite

unnecessary for a man who is good and who is able to discern

the riches of philosophy. Do not throw it into deep water,

hovever, my good sir, but go in only up to your middle, a

little in front of the place where the waves break, I being
the only spectator. 57. If you don't wish to do that, take

another and a better course : carry it out of your house at

once without allowing yourself even an obol, and distribute

it to all who are in need, to one man five drachmas, to

another a mina, to another a half-talent. Anyone who is a

philoso2)her would deserve to get a double or a triple share.

For myself—yet I am not asking for my own sake, but in
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order tliat I ina}^ share it ni}' needy companions—it

vere enougli if you fill this wallet and hand it to

me: it does not hold even two whole Aeginetan medimni :

for a philosopher ought to be moderate and content with a

little, and should have no thoughts beyond liis wallet.

Tim. I commend your views, Thrasycles. However,
before I fill the wallet, if you please, come ! let me fill

your head with blows, measuring them out with the

mattock.

Thras. Oh democracy and laws! I am beaten by the

villain in a free countr}-.

Tim. AVhat makes you angry, my dear sir? AVhat?
Surely I have not cheated you? See, I will put on four
quarts over the measure. 58. But what have Ave here ?

They are flocking in crowds. Yonder is Blepsias and
Laches and Grniphon, in fact the contingent of men who
shall howl. AVhy then not mount this rock and give
my mattock a little rest after its long labours, and gather
as many stones as I can and shower them down on them
from a distance ?

Blep. Don't pelt us, Timon : we will go away.
Tim. AVell, you shan't go without bloodshed or wounds.
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